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INTRODUC TION
This appendix presents the Contractor Data Package (Data Item Matrix, Data Requirement
Descriptions, User Flow Diagram, Document Relationship Tree, and Frequency and Phasing
Charts) for Technical Description and System Engineering (SE).
These data comprise the overall systems/subsystems/equipment and mission definitions,
specifications, and requirements relative to design goals, performance, reliability, main-
tainability, transportability, and operaticaal characteristics. This category includes engine-
ering analyses, functional analyses, studies, technical evaluations, etc., necessary to
maintain technical descriptions and specifications.
The approach used in developing the Voyager Spacecraft System, encompasses two major
types of overlapping activity:
ao
bo
Hardware development, consisting of analysis, design, preparation of specifications
and drawings, tests, fabrication and delivery of hardware.
integration and control, consisting of activities to ensure that each part of the
system, and the system as a whole, meet the requirements for magnetic clean-
liness, electromagnetic compatibility, and planetary quarantine; satisfies the
constraints of power availability, thermal balance, mass properties, command
and telemetry channel capacity; and is designed using selected, approved parts,
materials, and processes and specified circuit design and electronic packaging
techniques and methods.
The documentation in the Technical Description and System Engineering category includes
plans, specifications, reports, drawings, and handbooks. The following list defines these
documents, their use and interrelationships. It should be noted that these represent formal
do_mentation. There will be, in addition, memos and Program Information Requests/
Releases (PIR's) to cover day-to-day communications, the engineering logbooks to record
basic design information, and the Engineering Development Discrepancy Report to quickly
alert internal management of design and test anomalies.
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i. i PLANS
Plans are divided into two major categories:
ao
Do
Plans which define the analysis, design, test, and other engineering activities leading
to definition and evaluation of the hardware system:
lo Plan, Project Implementation (MA-007) - Indicates the project schedule,
major milestones, allocation of responsibilities, and tasks to functional
organizations and boards.
, Plan, System Development (SE-001) - Defines the system analyses, design,
tests, integration and control activities to be performed in developing the
spacecraft system. It defines the relationship between individual subsystem
development plans and various integration and control plans.
, Plan, Subsystem* Development (SE-003) - For each subsystem, defines
the analyses, design, and tests to be performed in developing the sub-
system and its components. Each plan references or incorporates the
pertinent provisions of the various integration and control plans.
Plans which define the approach to be used for implementation and control of
magnetic cleanliness and other required characteristics of the completed spacecraft
system:
1. Magnetic Cleanliness Control Plan (SE-004)
2. Electromagnetic Compatibility Control Plan (SE-005)
3. Cleanliness Control Plan (SE-006)
4. Mass Properties Control Plan (SE-007)
5. Planetary Quarantine Plan, Spacecraft (PQ-004)
6. Reliability Program Plan (RA-009)
Control plans will be implemented through several means:
a. Incorporation of pertinent provisions in each subsystem development plan
b. Preparation of appropriate general engineering specifications, which, in turn,
are incorporated into hardware specifications
*Each subsystem includes its own OSE. Elements of System OSE, such as AHSE, LCE,
MDE, and STC are defined as subsystems in this context.
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Constraints on the selection of parts, materials, and processes to be included
on the "approved" lists
Allocation of responsibility for monitoring, evaluation, and control during the
development cycle
1.2 SPECIFICATIONS
1.2.1 HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS
The engineering development of hardware is directed and controlled chiefly by the following
two specifications:
ao
bo
Specification, System Performance Design Requirements (SE-008) - This is the
system specification as defined by Exhibit I of the Voyager configuration manual
In addition to system definition, it shall identify the subsystems and their pr/ncJpal
interfaces; allocate performance budgets and specific design constraints for each
subsystem; and establish the external and internal environmental requirements.
This specification also defines the functional requirements for the subsystems,
including OSE and the environmental specification for this system and all its parts.
Specificatior b Subsystem Design Requirements (SE-009) - This specification
describes the preliminary subsystem design, including OSE; identifies the components
(physical elements of a subsystem) and their principal interfaces; allocates per-
formance budgets and specific design constraints for each component; and defines
the test requirements for the subsystem. It is a directive document in that it
establishes the functional design requirements each component design must meet.
The component functional requirements part of the Subsystem Design Requirements
will become part of the Component Part I Specification. It may also be incorporated
into appropriate CEI Specification (Part I). The subsystem description and test
requirements parts of the Subsystem Design Requirements will later become part
of or serve as the basis for corresponding parts of the Subsystem Design Reports.
The hardware itself (and its related software) is controlled by and procured by the following
five specifications:
a. CEI Specifications- (SE-010_ 011p 013_ and 014) - These are prepared in two parts:
le Part I specifies the performance and design requirements of a contract
end item (flight hardware or OSE). A contract end item is generally com-
posed of a number of components which are qualified and delivered as a
unit.
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2. Part 2 specifies the configuration details for procurement, including
acceptance testing.
Detail Specifications (Engineering Critical Component) - (SE-012) - Define the
performance and design requirements for each critical engineering component
used in flight assemblies or OSE, and provides all necessary information for pro-
curement, including reference to applicable part, material and process specifi-
cations.
Specification r Part ( ) (SE-015) - A family group of specifications, each of
which is for a particular part.
Specification_ Material ( ) (SE-016) - A family group of specifications, each
of which is for a particular material.
Specificationp Process ( ) (SE-017) - A family group of specifications, each
of which is for a particular process.
1.2.2 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
The design process is integrated and controlled by a number of specifications and documents,
including the following:
at
b.
co
d.
e.
f.
Interface Control Document (SE-019) - Provides control over interfaces between
systems and between elements of the system (including drawings, Category B).
Structural Design Criteria (SE-020) - Defines the requirements for the structural
design of all parts of the system in terms of strength, stiffness and other structural
characteristics.
General Engineering Specification_ Magnetic Cleanliness (SE-021) - Defines design,
manufacturing, handling and test requirements for control of magnetic cleanliness.
General Engineering Specification, Electromagnetic Compatibility (SE-022) -
Defines design, manufacturing, and test requirements for control of electromagnetic
compatibility.
General Engineering Specification_ Cleanliness (SE-023) - Defines design, fabri-
cation and test requiremer_s for cleanliness control.
General Engineering Specification Design. (SE-024) - A standardized specifica-
tion, applicable to many components, which defines circuit design and packaging
standards and requirements.
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General Engineering Specificatica_ Test and Evaluation (Materials, Parts_ Processes)-
(SE-025) - A standardized specification applicable to many parts, materials, or
processes, which defines test and evaluation requirements.
Lists, Approved Parts, Materials, Processes (SE-028, 029, and 030) - Reflects
the constraints resulting from planetary requirements, magnetic cleanliness as
well as the general requirements for space applications.
SpecificaUon_ Experiment and Planetary Scan Platform Interfaces (SE-018) - Defines
all of the Interfaces between the spacecraft and the science package.
1.3 REPORTS
1.3.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION REPORT
The Spacecraft System Description Report describes the configuration of the spacecraft and
its subsystem for general reference.
1.3.2 SYSTEM ANALYSIS REPORTS
The system and analysis reports are as follows:
ao
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co
d.
e,
f,
Report, System Analysis .General (SE-033) - Reports on varioas analysis of sub-
system and system performance, accuracy, environmental effects, etc. Micro-
meteoroid analysis, for example, falls In this category.
Report, System Analysis - Trajectories and Orbit (SE-034) - Reports on analysis
of trajectories and orbit characteristics.
Report, System Analysis - Magnetic Characteristics (SE-035) - Reports on analytical
prediction of magnetic field. Updated issues include analysis of test results.
Report_ Sequence of Events (SE-036) - Provides time sequence of events during
nominal and alternate missions.
Report, Trade Studies _SE-037) - Reports on studies of alternative design approaches.
These include subsystems and component trade studies and parametric studies which
may be issued prior to subsystem and component design reports.
Report, Reliability System Analysis (SE-038) - Reports on system analysis of
reliability, redundancy, back-up modes of operation.
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Report, Dynamic Analysis. (SE- 039) - Reports on planetary vehicle vibration
characteristics. Updated issues include analysis of test results. This includes
the capsule and GFE.
Report, Structural Design Loads Analysis (SE-040) - Reports on analysis of static
and dynamic loads in various mission phases, to be used for structural design and
analysis. This includes the capsule and GFE.
Report, Stress Analysis (SE-041) - Reports on stress analysis of the structure
(component stress analyses are included in component design reports). Updated
include analysis of test results.
Reports t Thermal Analysis (SE-042) - Reports on thermal analysis. Updated
issues include analysis of test results.
Reports, Deployment Analysis (SE-043) - Reports on analysis of dynamic effect
of deploying appendages (antenna, etc.).
Report, Separation Analysis (SE-044) - Reports on analysis of the separation
systems and their effect on planetary vehicle motions.
1.3.3 DESIGN REPORTS
The design reports are as follows:
a.
b.
co
Report, Component Design (SE-046) - This report is a complete documentation
of the component design and development. Its first issue shall include a description
of operation and design approach; justification of the design (trade-off studies and
design calculations); prediction of test and flight performance (error and dynamic
analyses); interface data (weight, power, mounting, alignment, and electrical
characteristics); operational procedures; circuit analyses; worst case design
analysis; thermal analysis; stress analysis; and redundancy analysis. A later
issue includes a summary of TA test results; a comparison of predicted with
actual performance; design changes or other action required; and an up-dated
predicted flight performance.
Report, Subsystem Design (SE-047) - This report is a complete documentation
of the subsystem design and development, similar to the Component Design Report.
Added items included are failure mode and effect analysis and a flight performance
prediction of the functional subsystem based on test performance of the several
physical assemblies of the subsystem.
Report, Part, Material and Process Evaluation (SE-048) - This includes the data
to be submitted for adding a part, material or process to the approved list.
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1.3.4 INTEGRATION REPORTS
The integration reports are as follows:
I a. Report, Circuit Data Sheet (SE-049) - Provides circuit and wiring data forcircuit connecting two or more components.
I b. Report, Component Data Sheet {SE-050) - Provides weight, power, thermal,dimensional data on each component for use in system integration.
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Report, Mass Properties _SE-051} - A periodic report of predicted spacecraft
weight, C.G., and moments of inertia. Includes measured values for components
or assemblies when available.
Report, Power Profile _SE-052) - A periodic report of power requirements
compiled from component or subsystem analytical or test data.
Report, Thermal Balance {SE-053) - Includes the general arrangement of thermal
control features. Provides a record and control of the system thermal balance
and predicted temperatures.
f. List, Command {SE-054) - Lists commands used for spacecraft operation.
g*
ho
Report, Instrumentation and Telemetry {SE-055) - Defines telemetry channel assign-
ments, scientific and engineering measurements and data handling.
List, Component Design Parameters {SE-031) - Provides a compilation of com-
ponent weight, power, etc., for ready access of this information.
1.4 DRAWINGS
The drawings are as follows:
I
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(Category A) for Design Evaluation (SE-056) - Provides a set of drawings, layouts,
diagrams, etc., for design reviews.
(Category B) Interface Control (SE-057} - Provides a set of drawings to evaluate
and control all interfaces (systems, CEI's, subsystems, components).
{Category C} for Test {SE-058} - Provides a set of drawings required to set up
and conduct a test.
Drawings {Category E} for Manufacture and Procurement of Prime Hardware
{SE-059) - Provides a set of drawings used to manufacture and procure prime
hardware.
1-7
e. Drawings for Test Models (SE-062) - Drawings used to procure test models.
f. Drawings for Mockups (SE-060 ! - Drawings used to construct a mockup.
g. Drawings for Printed Wiring Boards and Assemblies (SE-061) - Specialized
drawings for printed wiring boards.
h. Drawing - Spacecraft Interconnection (SE-063) - Schematically shows all inter-
connections between components.
1.5 HANDBOOKS
The Materials Handbook (SE-064) provides unified reference for material properties to be
used in design of all hardware. It includes, where appropriate, physical properties, thermal
properties, electrical and magnetic characteristics, etc. This handbook may include
materials other than those on the List of Approved Materials, when such data is desirable
for tradeoff studies, etc.
The complete list of Contractor Data Package appendixes is as follows:
Appendix A -
Appendix B -
Appendix C -
Appendix D -
Appendix E -
Appendix F -
Appendix G -
Appendix H -
Appendix I -
Appendix J -
Appendix K -
Appendix L* -
Appendix M* -
Appendix N* -
*Appendixes L
Technical Description and System Engineering (SE)
Planetary Quarantine (PQ)
Manufacturing (MG)
Configuration Management (CM)
Quality Assurance (QA)
Test (TE) and Mission Operations (MP)
Reliability Assurance (RA)
Logistics and Support (IS)
Overall Management (MA); Scheduling (SC); and Manning and Financial (MF)
Procurement and Contracting (PC)
Data Management (DM)
Facilities (FA)
Safety (SA)
Site Activation for Launch (AL)
through Q prepared under Contract NAS7-584.
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Appendix O*
Appendix P*
Appendix Q*
- Science (SD
- Related Project Interfaces (1RP)
- Advanced Missions {AM)
*Appendixes L through Q prepared under Contract NAS7-584.
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Plan, Magnetic Cleanliness
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Plan, Mass Properties Control
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND
SYSTEM ENGINEERING
SPECIFICA TIONS (Cont'd)
Detail Specification (Engineering
Critical Component)
Contract End Item (CE1) Detail
Specification (Identification Item)
Contract End Item (CEI) Detail
Specification (Requirement Item)
Specification, Part ( )
Specification, Material ( )
Specification, Process ( )
Specification, Experiment and
Planetary Scan Platform Interfaces
Document, Interface Control
Criteria, Structural Design
General Engineering Specification,
Magnetic Cleanliness
General Engineering Specification,
Electromagnetic Compatibility
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Cleanliness
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DATA ITEM
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND
SYSTEM ENGINEERING
SPECIFICATIONS (Cont'd)
General Engineering Specification,
Test and Evaluation (Materials,
Parts, Processes)
Specification, Mock-ups
Specification, Special
Test Models
List, Approved Materials
List, Approved Parts
List, Approved Processes
List, Component Design Parameters
REPORTS
Report, Spacecraft System
Description
Report, SystemAnalysis, General
Report, System Analysis,
Trajectories and Orbit
Report, System Analysis,
Magnetic Characteristics
K,
KEY iNFORMAL DATA
DESCRIPT
Defines standard test and evaluation requil
to many parts, materials, and processes.
Specifies configuration detail for fabricati(
Specifies configuration detail for fabricati(
List of materials qualified foruse on Voya
List of parts qualified for use on Voyager.
List of processes qualified for use on Voy_
A compilation of component weight, power
access of this information.
Describes the configuration of the spacecr
for general reference.
Reports on various analyses of subsystem
accuracy, environmental effects, etc.
Report on analysis of trajectories and orbi
Report on analytical prediction of magneti,
issues include analysis of test results.
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DATA ITEM
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND
SYSTEM ENGINEERING
REPORTS (Cont'd_
Report, System Analysis,
Reliability
Report, Sequence of Events
Report, Trade Studies
Report, Dynamic Analysis
Report, Structural Design
Loads Analysis
Report, Stress Analysis
Report, Thermal Analysis
Report, Deployment Analysis
DESCRIPTI
Report on system analysis of reliability, z
modes of operati_a.
Time sequence of events during nominal m
Reports on studies of alternative design a_
and component trade studies and parametr
to suDsymm and component design reports
Report on planetary vehicle vibration char
analysis of test results. Includes capsule
Report on analysis of static and dynamic lc
be used for structural design and analysis.
Report on stress analyses of the structure
are included in component design reports).
Report on thermal analysis. Updated issu
Report, Separation Analysis
Report, Engineering
Development Discrepancy
Report on analysis of dynamic effects of d_
(antenna, etc. )
Report on analysis of the separation syste_
planetary vehicle (PV) motions.
Report advising management of problems (
Functional top approval (A), as appropria_
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DATA ITEM
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND
SYSTEM ENGINEERING
DESIGN RE PORTS
Report, Component Design
Report, Subsystem Design
Report, Part, Material, and
Process Evaluation
INTEGRATION REPORTS
Report, Circuit Data Sheet
Report, Component Data Sheet
Report, Mass Properties
Report, Power Profile
Report, Thermal Balance
List, Command
Report, Instrumentation and
Telemetry
DESCRIPTI C
Report on design of a component, analytici
performance including stress, thermal, e1
include analysis of test results.
Complete documentation of the subsystem
Includes the data to be submitted for addix
process to the approved list.
Provides circuit and wiring data for circu
more components.
Provides weight, power, thermal, and dir
component for use in system integration.
Report, periodic, of predicted spacecraft
gravity, and moments of inertia. Includel
component or assemblies when available.
Periodic report of power requirements co
or subsystem analytical or test data.
Record and conirol of the system thermal
temperatures.
List of commands used for spacecraft OlX
Defines telemetry channel assignments, s
measurements and data handling.
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DATA ITEM
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND
SYSTEM ENGINEERING
DRAWINGS
Drawings (Category A) for Design
Evaluation
Drawings (Category B) for Interface
Control
Drawings (Category C) for Test
Drawings (Category E) for Manu-
facture and Procurement of Prime
Hardware
Drawings for Mock-Ups
*Drawings for Printed Wiring
Boards and Assemblies
Drawings for Test Models
Drawings, Spacecraft Interconnec-
tions.
HANDBOOKS
Handbook, Materials
DESCRIPTIOI
Set of drawings, layouts, diagrams, etc., to t
reviews.
Set of drawings used to define, evaluate and ¢
CEI, subsystem, component).
Set of drawings required to set up and conduc
Set of drawings used to manufacture and proc
test acceptance (TA) and proof test model (1_
Set of drawings used to construct a mock-up.
Specialized drawings for printed wiring boarc
Used to manufacture and procure test models
Schematically shows all interconnections bet_
Provides unified reference for material Prot_
of all hardware.
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DATA ITEM
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND
SYSTEM ENGINEERING
RECORDS
Logbook, Engineering
DESCRIPTION
Development record book maintained by each
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USER FLOW DIAGRAMS
The Engineering User Flow Diagrams contained herein show the principal product development
and design control activities associated with contractor engineering effort. Engineering
documentation is related to these activities as either a requirement or a product. The
project span covered by the drawings extends from the contract award through the mission
acceptance review.
Three sets of drawings are included. The first part of the set consists of a single drawing
summarizing the spacecrai_ development activity and includes the formal design reviews.
Accompanying each drawing is a list of the data items which support each of the reviews.
The second set of three drawings details the development activity. Documentation is directly
related to the activity which requires or produces it. Functional tracking has been employed
to make the system, subsystem, component and assembly, system test models, etc., activity
more visible.
The third set of drawings shows the integration and control aspect of the engineering cycle.
Ten control flows are presented depicting the documentation associated with the control of
critical aspects of the design process such as component and vehicle mass properties,
vehicle temperature, electrical power allocation, ferromagnetic material usage, etc. Con-
figuration control practices are discussed in VOY-C4-TM-5.
A list of the 13 drawings contained in this section appears on the next page.
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System Engineering User Flow Diagrams
Title
Spacecraft Development User Flow Diagram - Summary
Spacecraft Development User Flow Diagram - Contract
Award Through Preliminary Design Review
Spacecraft Development User Flow Diagram - Preliminary
Design Review Through Critical Design Review (2 sheets)
Spacecraft Development User Flow Diagram - Critical
Design Review through Mission Acceptance Review (2 sheets)
Interface Control User Flow Diagram
Planetary Quarantine Control User Flow Diagram
Mass Properties Control User Flow Diagram
Structural Integrity Control User Flow Diagram
Thermal Balance Control User Flow Diagram
Power Allocation User Flow Diagram
Telemetry Allocation User Flow Diagram
Electromagnetic Compatibility User Flow Diagram
Magnetic Properties User Flow Diagram
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e.
(3)
(4)
Control
a.
b.
C.
d.
Evaluation and test
(1) Parts and materials
(2) Development hardware
(a) Components and assemblies
(b) Systems
Type approval hardware
Flighthardware
Cleanliness control function
Design standards
Design review
Test data review
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD_
REOUIREMENTI
SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
PLAN, MASS PROPERTIES CONTROL
CODE
DRD APPROVED BYI
DRDPRE_REDBY: DATE:
W.E. Johnston 7/28/6;
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FORDOCUMENTPREPARAT,ON:
System Engineering
ORGANIZAT,ONRES_NSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION;
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION;
DATEI DATA
CATEGORYI
CONTRACT DRD NO/
NO.:
SE-007
TASK OR DRL tTElU
SUBTASK_ NO, i
DRLNO.: LEVEL NO.I
DDL NO.: FILE NO.:
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: ICONTROL nACTION nREFERENCE n INFORMATIOI_I
USEOFDOCUMENT:
Establishes an analysis and measurement program for
maintaining system weight, cg, and moments of inertia,
within acceptable limits.
INTERRELATIONSHIPW THOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
SE-001, Plan, System Development
SE-003, Plan, Subsystem Development
SE-051, Reports, Mass Properties
CLASSIFICATION: [3 GROUP I
n SECRET n GROUP 2 [3 SPECIAL HANDLING
17 CONFIDENTIAL 0 GROUP 3 [3 NASA DISCREET
n SECRET RESTRICTED DATA [3 GROUP 4 I-i JPL DISCREET
I-1 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA 1"1PROPRIETARY I"1PROJECT DISCREET
I_1 UNCLASSIFIED 1"1PUBLIC DOMAIN [3 NOFORN
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE;
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION;
ESTIMATED COST ($)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE
n ANNUALLY
[] SEMI-ANNUALLY
E] QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
[3 MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTHLY
[3 BI-WEEKLY
[] WEEKLY
[] DAILY
1B OTHERWISE,AS SPECIFIED
One time
NO. OF COPIES:
100
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USERI
PUBLICATION DATE
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru CDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE
FORM OF DATA; KIND OF DATA:
PRINTED DOCUMENT 1"1 ABSTRACT []
r'l CHART [] BROCHURE 17
I-1 DIAGRAM [3 BULLETIN n
[] DRAWING 1"3 CATALOG I-1
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT r-i
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE []
I'-] MODEL [3 DISCLOSURE n
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE []
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER []
[] COMPUTER TAPE [] REDUEST FOR ENGINE]ER- []
[] MICROFILM (W/OR WlO CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL
[] OTHER C) ENGINEERING CHANGE n
PROPOSAL n
[3 HANDBOOK rl
n INDEX n
I NSTRUCTION
LETTER
LIST
LOG
MANUAL
MEMORANDUM
MINUTES
PLAN
PROCEDURE
REGULATION
REPORT
SCH EDU LE
SPECIFICATION
STANDARD
VOUCHER
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
APPLICABLE STANDARDS i
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO;
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO_
System Engineer
BY BY
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
I. Requirements (for each mission phase)
2. Coordinate system
3. Weight allocation and control procedures
4. Mass properties analysis plan
a. Components
b. Assemblies
c. Structure
d. GFE, capsule
e. Integration
f. Trend forecasts
5. Measurements plan
a. Components
b. Assemblies
c. Structure
d. System
6. Use of measured data
a. For verification and updating of analytical estimates
b. For mass properties record of each flight vehicle
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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Data automation
a. Computer programs
b. Data sources and format
(1) Analytical
(2) Measurements
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DRD APPROVED BY:
CODE
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD:
REQUIREMENTI SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
SPECIFICATION, SYSTEM PERFORMANCE/DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
W.E. Johnston 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: 1} CONTROL OACTION OREFERENCE O INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENT:
To provide the basis for the system design; to define the
scope of the system, interfaces, and requirements on and
by other systems.
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTSI
CM-001, Engineering Change Proposal
MP-003, Specification, Mission Dependent Equipment
(MDE}
PQ--004, Plan, Planetary Quarantine, Spacecraft
pQ--014, Specification, General Engineering,
Planetary Quarantine Design
CLASSIFICATION." 17 GROUP I
O SECRET 0 GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING
[] CONFIDENTIAL [] GROUP 3 0 NASA DISCREET
0 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4 n JPL DISCREET
0 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA [] PROPRIETARY O PROJECT DISCREET
m UNCLASSIFIED [] PUBLIC DOMAIN [] NOFORN
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
ESTIMATED COST(_)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE
O ANNUALLY
I-1 SEMI-ANNUALLY
[] QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
[] MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTHLY
[] BI-WEEKLY
E] WEEKLY
DATE: DATA
CATEGORY.
CONTRACT DRD NO.:
NO.:
SE-008
TASK OR DRL ITEM
SUBTASK NO. i
DRLNO.: LEVELNOI
DDL NO.: FILE NO.:
NO. OF COPIES:
100
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONEI
DATE DATA DUE
TO USERI
PUBLICATION DATE
SDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILE STONE):
Thru HDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE
[] DAILY
1¢1 OTHERWISEAS SPECIFIED
One time
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
I_ PRINTED DOCUMENT F'I ABSTRACT O INSTRUCTION
[] CHART [] BROCHURE n LETTER
D DIAGRAM I-I BULLETIN r'l LIST
[] DRAWING O CATALOG n LOG
F1 FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT F'I MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE l-t MEMORANDUM
rl MODEL O DISCLOSURE O MINUTES
D RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) rl ENGINEERING CHANGE r't PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE O REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
0 MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) tNG CHANGE PROPOSAL I-I REPORT
0 OTHER 0 ENGINEERING CHANGE 0 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL l_ SPECI FICATION
n HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
0 INDEX [] VOUCHER
REFERENCE DOCUMENTSI
Mission Specification
APPLICABLE STANDARDS :
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL}
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO:
Project Manager
BY
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONSI DRD NO.:
Document to be prepared in accordance with CM001BB001-1B NASA Preliminary
Voyager Configuration Management Manual dated November 12, 1965 or later issue if
available. Preliminary issues of the document can be made which are incomplete, provided
that a detail lack of completeness is noted in the document. The document shall be com-
pletely updated and reissued prior to CDR.
This specification will be prepared jointly by the NASA Center or JPL having system
responsibility and the associate prime contractor.
Separate subsections under section 3 may be required for system functions which are not
fully controlled by the contractor, i. e., science, adapter, propulsion for the spacecraft. This
reguirement also includes the OSE for the function.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTIONI (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. Scope
2. Applicable documents
a. Specifications
b. Other publications
3. Requirements
a. Performance
(1) Characteristics
(a) Operational
1) Systems operation
2) Systems support
(b) Logistics
(c) Personnel and training
(2) System definition
(a) System description
(b) Contract end item list
• (d) External interfaces
(3) Operability
(a) Reliability
(b) Maintainability
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS ORD.)
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{2)
{c)
(d)
{e)
{0
System
(1)
1} Maintenance requirements
2) Maintenance and repair
(c) Useful life
(d) Natural environment
(e} Transportability
(i_ Human performance
(g) Safety
(h) Induced environment
Design and construction
(1) General requirements
(a} Selection of specifications and standards
(b) Materials, parts, and processes
(c} High reliability, standard and commercial
(d) Moisture and fungus resistance
(e) Corrosion of metal parts
(f) Interchangeability and replaceability
(g) Workmanship
Design engineering areas
(a) Electrical
(b) Mechanical
1) Structural
2) Packaging and cabling
Hydraulic
Civil
Nuclear
Human engineering
(2)
General
(a) Measurement selection
(b) Data handling requirements
Subsystem
(a) General
(b) Performance requirements
(c) Design requirements
(d} Design constraints
(e) Functional interfaces
NOTE: A separate sub-subsection to this specification is required for each
subsystem.
-3-
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d. Subsystem OSE
(1) General
(2) Specific subsystem OSE
(a) General
(b) Performance requirements
(c) Design requirements
(d) Design constraints
(e) Functional interfaces
NOTE: A separate subsection to this specificationis required for each subsystem.
e. System test complex
(I) General
(2) Performance requirements
(3) Design requirements
(4) Design constraints
(5) Functional interfaces
f. Launch complex equipment
(I) General
(2) Performance requirements
(3) Design requirements
(4) Design constraints
(5) Functional interfaces
g. Assembly, handling, and shipping equipment
(1) General
(2) Performance requirements
(3) Design requirements
(4) Design constraints
(5) Functional interfaces
h. Special test facilities
4. Test and verification
a. General
b. Tests below the system level
(1) Development and test requirements
(a) Electronic subsystem
(b) Structural and mechanical subsystem
(c) Propulsion
(d} Temperature control subsystem tests
(2) Type approved test requirements
(a) Electronic subsystem
(b) Structural and mechanical subsystem
(c) Propulsion subsystem
(d) Pyrotechnics subsystem tests
(3) Flight acceptance (FA) test requirements
(a) Electronic subsystems
(b) Structural and mechanical subsystems
(c) Propulsion subsystems
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c. System test requirements
(1) Development test requirements
{a) System engineering model tests
(2) Type approval test requirements
(a) System test complex
(b) System complex-PTM ground integrity test
(c) Initial power application
(d) Subsystem tests
(e) Intersubsystem tests
(f) System telemetry channel calibration
(g) System test
(h) Parameter variation tests
(i) Magnetic evaluation
(j) Space simulator tests
(k) Vibration test
(1) Weight and center-of-gravity measurement
(m) Interface tests
(n) Dummy test runs
(o) Free mode test
(p) Propulsion interaction test (PIT)
(q) System - mission dependent equipment (MDE) Interface test
(r) Space flight operations facility (SFOF) - MDE - system compatibility test
(s) Electromagnetic interference tests (EMI)
(t) Failure mode and logic test
(3) Flight acceptance test requirements
(a) FA operations at plant
(b) FA operations at ETR
d. Combined systems tests
e. Quality assurance requirements
(1) Measuring and test equipment
(2) Test verification
(3) Post-test inspection
(4) Handling of flight equipment
(5) Interfacing hardware
5. Preparation for delivery
6. Notes
7. Appendixes
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-009
DRD APPROVED BY_ DATE DATA
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATIONiORIGINATING CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODE
REQUIREMENT: _E
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
SPECIFICATION, SUBSYSTEM DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: :_ CONTROL r'IACTION rlREFERENCE [] INFORMATIO_I
DRD PREPARED BY; DATE
L.T. Seaman 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
Enginee ring
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION;
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTIOE
CONTRACT
NO.I
TASK OR
SUBTASK;
DRL NO.;
DDL NO.:
C ATEGORY:
DRD NO.;
_E-009
DRL ITEM,
NO/
LEVEL NO, I
FILE NO,_
USEOFDOCUMENT;Directs the component development of a sub-
system. Defines the subsystem design (including OSE);
identifies the physical elements (e. g., components) and
their principal interfaces; allocates component perfor-
mance requirements and design constraints; and defines
the test requirements for the subsystem.
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION_
NO. OF COPIES:
100
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE;
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS;
SE-010, Contract End Item (CE1) Detail Specification
(Prime Equipment) Part 1
SE-012, Detail Specification, (Engineering Critical
Component)
SE-015, Specification Part
SE-018, ecfficati System Designp_aulreml_k Performance
!CLASS,FICATION:- [] GROUP'
ESTIMATED COsT(S)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE;
[] ANNUALLY
[] SEMI-ANNUALLY
f'l QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
[] MONTHLY
17 SEMI-MONTHLY
DATE DATA DUE
TO USERI
PUBLICATION DATE
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru HDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE;
0 SECRET rl GROUP 2 0 sPECIAL HANDLING
rl CONFIDENTIAL [] GROUP 3 0 NASA DISCREET
[] SECRET RESTRICTED DATA [] GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
O CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA [] PROPRIETARY O PROJECT DISCREET
_UNCLASSIFIED [] PUBLIC DOMAIN 0 NOFORN
FORM OF DATA; KIND OF DATA;
PRINTED DOCUMENT O ABSTRACT 0 INSTRUCTION
O BI-WEEKLY
rl WEEKLY
[] DALLY
:l_ OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS;
[] CHART [] BROCHURE [] LETTER
[] DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN 17 LIST
[] DRAWING 17 CATALOG [] LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) 0 CONTRACT [] MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL 0 DISCLOSURE [3 MINUTES
0 RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [] PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[3 COMPUTER TAPE 13 REOUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR WlO CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL [] REPORT
[] OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE rl SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL {X SPECI FICATION
[] HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
0 INDEX [] VOUCHER
APPLICABLE STANDARDS _
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATION PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO;
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO i
Cognizant Engineer
BY
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GE EXHIBI T DRD SE-009 I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIALINSTRUCTIONS:
This document provides the transition between the System Performance/Design
Requirements Specification and the design effort resulting in contract end item critical
component or component specifications. It is a directive document, in that it establishes
the functional design requirements each component design must meet. Its period of maxi-
mum usefulness extends from the preliminary design and definition phase until issuance of
the component specification.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINEOFCONTENTS:
1. Scope
2. Applicable documents
3. Subsystem design
a. Description
b. Operational sequence
c. Block diagrams
d. Interconnection diagrams
e. Component (or physical element) list
4. General requirements*
a. Telemetry and command
b. Magnetic field
c. EMI
d. Electronic packaging
e. Circuit design
f. Environment
*State by reference if possible.
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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5. Component requirements
a. Component n
(1) General
(2) FuncUona_ req_rements
(3) Design requirements and constraints
(4) Mechanical interface
(5) Electrical interface
(6) Special test requirements
6. Subsystem OSE requirements
a. General
b° Functional requirements
c. Design requirements and constraints
d. Mechanical interface
e. Electrical interface
f. Special certification requirements
7. Subsystem test requirements
a. Breadboard tests
b. Engineering model tests
(I) Component
(2) Subsystem
c. Type approval
d. Special subsystem tests
e. Life tests
-3-
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-010
DRD APPROVED Wf:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING COOE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD_ CODE: DRD PREPARED BY_ OAt'El
REQUIREMENT:
i SE A.W. Morris,, 7/28/67
TITLE OF DOCUMENT_ ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION_
_ystem .
! CONTRACT END ITEM (CED DETAIL SPECIFICATION _:ngmeermg
(PRIME EQUIPMENT), PART I (REQUIREMENTS)
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: _CONTROL rlACTION nREFERENCE 0 INFORMATIOI_I
USEOFDOCUMENT:Used to specify the performance and design
requirements of a complex equipment which has been
designated as a prime equipment CEI. Approval of this
portion of the specificationconstitutesthe design
requirements baseline for the CEI.
INTFBRELATIPA_I._HIP WITH OTHER DATA REOUIREMENTS;
SE-008, Specification, System Performance/Design
Requirements
SE-011, Contract End Item (CEI) Detail Specification
(Prime Equipment) Part II
CM-001, Engineering Change Proposal (ECP)
CM-015, Index, Specification
CLASSIFICATION: r'l GROUP I
n SECRET I-1 GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING
I"1 CONFIDENTIAL 0 GROUP 3 0 NASA DISCREET
0 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
0 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA 0 PROPRIETARY O PROJECT DISCREET
/X_'UNCLASSIFIED 0 PUBLIC DOMAIN O NOFORN
ORGAN IZATION RESPONSIBLE
_FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION_
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION;
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE:
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION;
ESTIMATED COST (_;)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
0 ANNUALLY
0 SEMI-ANNUALLY
0 QUARTERLY
f7 BI-MONTHLY
0 MONTHLY
0 SEMI-MONTH LY
0 BI-WEEKLY
0 WEEKLY
0 DAILY
OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
DATE DATA
CATEGORY_
CONTRACT DRD NO.;
NO.;
SE-010
TASK OR DRL ITEI_
SUBTASKI NO._
DRL NO.; LEVEL NO.:
DDL NO.: FILE NO._
NO. OF COPIES:
To be
determined
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USER:
PUBLICATION DATE:
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY'"
ORMILESTONE):
Thru HDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE:
FORM OF DATA; KIND OF DATA_
I;_PRINTED DOCUMENT I-1 ABSTRACT t-I
O CHART O BROCHURE 0
O DIAGRAM I-I BULLETIN 13
O DRAWING t'l CATALOG 17
0 FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) 0 CONTRACT 0
n ILLUSTRATION 0 DIRECTIVE 0
0 MODEL 0 DISCLOSURE 0
0 RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) 0 ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1
0 COMPUTER CARD
0 COMPUTER TAPE
0 MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD)
n OTHER
ORDER 0
0 REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- 0
ING CHANGE PROPOSAL 17
17 ENGINEERING CHANGE 0
PROPOSAL ]_
r't HANDBOOK I"1
0 INDEX 0
INSTRUCTION
LETTER
LI ST
LOG
MANUAL
MEMORANDUM
MINUTES
PLAN
PROCEDURE
REGULATION
REPORT
SCHEDULE
SPECl FICATION
STANDARD
VOUCHER
REFERENCEDOCUMENTS:
Configuration Management
Manual, CM001BB001-1B
APPLICABLE STANDARDS i
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED_
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO_
BY BY
SUI_IIT FOR
APPROVAL TOI
BY
Cognizant Engineer
BY
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!
VOYAGER DATA REOUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - ZND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Specifications shall be prepared in. accordance with the formats, section
and paragraph numbering, and headings specified in Exhibit II of CM001BB001-1B,
Configuration Management Manual. Other format requirements shall be in accordance
with the Defense Standardization Manual M200A, Section V.
2. Section and paragraph numbering and headings shall be retained even though
they are not applicable to the CEI with "not applicable" inserted following them.
3. Specification numbering shall be in accordance with Exhibit X of CM001BB001-1B.
4. Specification maintenance shall be in accordance with the requirements specified
in Exhibit VII of CM001BB001-1B.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINEOFCONTENTS:
1. The CEI Specification Part I performance and design requirements shall be
identical with, allocated from, in recognition of, or compatible with, as
applicable, the system performance_/desigu specification to which it is
subordinate.
2. Performance and design requirements shall be specified in terms of the CEI
itself and not in terms of the equipments with which the CEI must be compatible.
e The specification shall include material on the subjects shown in the various
sections and paragraphs of Exhibit II of CM001BB001-1B, Configuration
Management Manual if applicable.
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRO.)
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-011
DRD APPROVED BY:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING
REQUIREMENT:
i TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR ORD: CODE: DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
SE A.W. Morris 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System
EnLrin¢crin_
ORGANTZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
CONTRACT END ITEM (CE D DETAIL SPECIFICATION
(PRIME EQUIPMENT) PART II
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: _CONTROL OACTION r'IRE_NCE 0 INFORMATIOI_
USEOFDOCUMENT:Used to specify the exact configuration in-
formation peculiar to production, production testing,
quality assurance, delivery, and acceptance of the CEI.
Approval of this section of the CEI Specification con-
stitutes the configuration baseline.
INTERRELATIONSHIPW THOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
CM-001, Engineering Change Proposal (ECP)
CM-015, Index, Specification
CM-020, Log, Contract End Item Assignment Number
SE-008, Specification, System Performance/Desige
CLASSIFICATION: 0 GROUP I
0 SECRET I-1 GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING
0 CONFIDENTIAL 0 GROUP 3 0 NASA DISCREET
I'I SECRET RESTRICTED DATA I"I GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
O CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA I-1 PROPRIETARY 0 PROJECT DISCREET
UNCLASSIFIED O PUBLIC DOMAIN O NOFORN
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
PRINTED DOCUMENT 0 ABSTRACT 0 INSTRUCTION
0 CHART 0 BROCHURE 0 LETTER
0 DIAGRAM 0 BULLETIN 0 LIST
I-1 DRAWING 0 CATALOG 17 LOG
I'1 FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) 17 CONTRACT 0 MANUAL
0 ILLUSTRATION I-1 DIRECTIVE I"1 MEMORANDUM
I-1 MODEL I-I DISCLOSURE rl MINUTES
0 RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC} 0 ENGINEERING CHANGE r'l PLAN
r-I COMPUTER CARD ORDER n PROCEDURE
0 COMPUTER TAPE 0 REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- 0 REGULATION
0 MICROFILM (W/OR WlO CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL 0 REPORT
O OTHER O ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL _[ SPECIFICATION
O HANDBOOK O STANDARD
D INDEX O VOUCHER
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
DATE
CONTRACT
NO.:
TASK OR
SUBTASK:
DRL NO.:
DDL NO.:
DATA
CATEGORY:
DRD NO.:
SE-011
DRL ITEM
NO.:
LEVEL NO.:
FILE NO,
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE:
NO. OF COPIES:
50
ESTIMATED MANHOURS INFORMATION CUTOFF
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: DATE OR MILESTONE:
ESTIMATED COST (_;) DATE DATA DUE
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: TO USER:
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
O ANNUALLY
O SEMI-ANNUALLY
O QUARTERLY
O BI-MONTHLY
O MONTHLY
O SEMI-MONTHLY
O BloWEEKLY
O WEEKLY
O DAILY
_1_ OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
PUBLICATION DATE
CDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
ORM_LESTONE}:
Thru FACI
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE:
REFERENCEDOCUMENTS:
Configuration Management
Manual, CM001BB001-1B
APPLICABLE STANDARDS:
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO: Cognizant Engineer BY BY
PAGE I OF ! _PL 25C:_ OCT 65
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-011
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
1. Specifications shall be prepared in accordance with the formats, section
and headings, and numbering specified in Section II of CM001BB001-1B,
Configuration Manual. Other format requirements shall be in accordance
with the Defense Standardization Manual M200A, Section V.
2. Section and paragraph numbering and headings shall be retained even though not
applicable to the CEI with ,'not applicable" inserted following them.
3. Specification numbering shall be in accordance with Exhibit X of CM001BB001-1B.
4. Specification maintenance shall be in accordance with the requirements specified in
Exhibit VII of CM001BB001-1B.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW}
OUTLINE0r CONTENTS:
1. The Part II portion of CEI specifications shall derive its requirements from the Part I
portion. The material contained shall reflect and be compatible with the System Per-
formance/Desigu Requirements Specification to which it is subordinate and shall be
completely compatible with the Part 1 portion from which it derives its requirements.
It shall define the exact configuration of the CEI such that it forms an entity in itself
for the purpose intended. The test/verification section shall specify the specific test/
verifications which must be accomplished to satisfy all the requirements of the Section 3
Part H. The preparation for delivery section shall specify the requirements for pre-
servations, packaging, packing and marking and otherwise preparing for the CEI for
shipment.
2, Part II shall include material on the subjects shown in the various sections and para-
graphs of Exhibit ]1 Part 1I of CMOO1BBOO1B, Configuration Management Manual, if
applicable.
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-012
DRD APPROVED BY:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIRF.MENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE:
REQUIREMENTI
SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD; CODEI
DE TAI L SPE CI FICA TION (ENGINEERING
CRITICAL COMPONENT)
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: ]_CONTROL r'IACTION I-tREFERENCE r't INFORMATIOI_I
DRDPREPAREDBY; DATE;
A.W. Morris 7/28/6?
ORG_IZATIONRESPONSmLE
FORDOCUMENTPREPARATioN:
Engineering
ORGANIZATIONRESPONSmLE
FORDOCUMENTREPRODUCTION:
USEOF DOCUMENT:Us_I to provide performance and design re-
quirements and the exact configuration for those compo-
nents of a CEI singled out for particular engineering atten-
tion because of special design/performance requirements,
technical complexity, certificating requirements which
cannot be satisfied by CEI certification as a whole. This
covers components for flight assemblies and OSE.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
CM-001,
SE-003,
SE-008,
TE-030,
Engineering Change Proposal (ECP)
Specification, Subsystem Design Requirements
Specification, System Performance/Design
Requirements
Procedure, Test Operating
CLASSIFICATION" r'l GROUP I
r-i SECRET r-i GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING
[3 CONFIDENTIAL I"1 GROUP S 0 NASA DISCREET
I-I SECRET RESTRICTED DATA [3 GROUP 4 [3 JPL DISCREET
[3 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA I-1 PROPRIETARY [3 PROJECT DISCREET
_UNCLASSIFIED [3 PUBLIC DOMAIN 0 NOFORN
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
]1_ PRINTED DOCUMENT [3 ABSTRACT
E] CHART O BROCHURE
[3 DIAGRAM n BULLETIN
[3 DRAWING [3 CATALOG
[3 FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) n CONTRACT
O I NSTRUCTION
O LETTER
O LIST
O LOG
[3 MANUAL
O DIRECTIVE t"l MEMORANDUM
r-I DISCLOSURE [3 MINUTES
I-1 ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 PLAN
ORDER I"1 PROCEDURE
[3 REOUEST FOR ENGINEER- f'l REGULATION
INS CHANOE PROPOSAL I"1 REPORT
O ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL _ SPECIFICATION
0 HANDBOOK I-I STANDARD
o"1 INDEX I"1 VOUCHER
n ILLUSTRATION
n MODEL
[3 RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC)
[3 COMPUTER CARD
[3 COMPUTER TAPE
O MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD)
n OTHER
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
DATE:
CONTRACT
NO.:
TASK OR
SUBTASK:
DRL NO.:
DDL NO.:
DATA
CATEGORY:
DRD NO.:
SE-012
DRL ITEM
NO.:
LEVEL NOT
FILE NO.:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE:
NO. OF COPIES:
100
ESTIMATED MANHOURS INFORMATION CUTOFF
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: DATE OR MILESTONE:
ESTIMATED COST( S ) DATE DATA DUE
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI TO USERI
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
n ANNUALLY
I-1 SEMI-ANNUALLY
n QUARTERLY
['1 BI-MONTH LY
rl MONTHLY
O SEMI-MONTHLY
O BI-WEEKLY
0-1 WEEKLY
O DAILY
_1[ OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
PUBLICATION DATE:
HDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru FACI
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE:
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
1. Configuration Management
Manual, CM001BB001-1B
2. General Specifications
APPLICABLE STANDARDS:
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO" Cognizant Engineer. BY BY
pant ! n¢ _. J'PL 2568 OCT 65
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-012 I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - :>ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
.
.
3
Specifications shall be prepared in accordance with the formats, section and
paragraph numbering, and headings specified in Exhibits II and VI of CM001BB001-B,
Configuration Management Manual. Other format requirements shall be in
accordance with Section V of the Defense Standardization Manual M200A.
Specification numbering shall be in accordance with Exhibit X of CM001BB001-1B.
Specification shall be revised, after acceptance and approval (FACI) by means
ECP's and SCN's as prescribed in Exhibits VI and IX.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW}
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
°
.
The Part I portion of the engineering critical (EC) component specification shall
specify the complete requirements for performance, design, and manufacture.
specification shall incorporate by reference, to the maximum extent possible,
applicable paragraphs of the parent Contract End Item Specification of which the
component is a part. All requirements in the specification shall be compatible
with and in the same format as the requirement for a paragraph 3.2 (contract
end item definition) and quality assurance provisions (part I) shall be limited
to requirements for qualification (type approval) testing and reliability testing
and analysis of the component only.
A complete Part II, as required by Exhibit II Part II, CM001BB001-1B shall be
prepared.
The
{CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-013
DRD APPROVED BYI
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
5E
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODE:
CONTRACT END ITEM (CEI) DETAIL SPECIFICATION
(]DEN TIFICA TION I TEM)
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: _J_ONTROL OACTiON DREFERENCE O INFORMATIOt_
USE OF DOCUMENT:
To identify, define, and assign a number to minor,
simple, individual items, kits, tools, fixtures, etc.
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
CM-001,
CM-024,
RA-005,
RA-017,
Engineering Change Proposal (ECP)
Log, Specification Identification Number
Assignment
List, Parts Application Data
Report, Design Review
CLASSIFICATION: O GROUP I
0 SECRET 0"1 GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING
I"1 CONFIDENTIAL 0 GROUP 3 0 NASA DISCREET
0 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA n GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
0 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA 0 PROPRIETARY n PROJECT DISCREET
_UNCLASSIFIED rl PUBLIC DOMAIN 0 NOFORN
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
D. Sergay 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION;
System
Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MAN HOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
ESTIMATED COST ($)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
FREQUENCY OF ISSUEI
DATE
CONTRACT
NO.:
TASK OR
SUBTASK:
DRL NO.:
DDL NO.:
DATA
CATEGORY:
DRD NO. :
SE-013
DRL ITEM
NO.:
LEVEL NO.:
O ANNUALLY
O SEMI-ANNUALLY
O OUARTERLY
O BI-MONTH LY
O MONTHLY
O SEMI-MONTHLY
O BI-WEEKLY
O WEEKLY
O DAILY
_[ OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
_PRINTED DOCUMENT O ABSTRACT O INSTRUCTION
I-t CHART O BROCHURE 0 LETTER
O DIAGRAM O BULLETIN n LIST
n DRAWING O CATALOG n LOG
O FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) I"1 CONTRACT O MANUAL
O ILLUSTRATION O DIRECTIVE n MEMORANDUM
I'1 MODEL O DISCLOSURE O MINUTES
O RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) n ENGINEERING CHANGE O PLAN
r'l COMPUTER CARD ORDER O PROCEDURE
n COMPUTER TAPE I"1 REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- n REGULATION
0 MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL 0 REPORT
0 OTHER 0 ENGINEERING CHANGE 0 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL ]_ SPECIFICATION
O HANDBOOK O STANDARD
n INDEX n VOUCHER
FILE NO."
NO. OF COPIES:
30
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USERI
PUBLICATION DATE:
HDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru FACI
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE:
REFERENCEDOCUMENTS:
Configuration Management Manual
CM001BB001-1B
APPLICABLE STANDARDS :
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO i
Cognizant Engineer
BY
PAGE I OF 2 ZPL 2568 OCT 6'_
E EXHIBIT DRD SE-013
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION -2NO SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Use formats "A"and "B" contained in Exhibit IV of CM001BB001-1B, "Voyager
Configuration Management Manual, " November 12, 1965.
The contract end item detail specification (identification items} must be numbered in
accordance with the requirements of Exhibit X of the Voyager Configuration Management
Manual. Each identified item will have its own assigned specification number.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DOL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW}
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
Part I Performance/Design and Qualification Requirements
1. Scope
2. Applicable documents
3. Requirements (e. g., meet quantitative performance levels}
4. Test and verification
Part II Product Configuration and Test/Verification Requirements
1. Scope
2. Applicable documents
3. Requirements
4. Test and verification
5. Preparation for delivery
6. Notes
7. Appendix
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXttIBIT DRD SE-014
DRD APPROVED BY:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION •
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD;
REQUIREMENT: SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
CODE: DRD PREPARED BY: DATE
D. Sergay 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FORDOCUMENTPREPARAT,ON:
System Engineering
CONTRACT END ITEM (CEI) DETAIL SPECIFICATION
(REQUIREMENT ITEM)
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: 11 CONTROL tTACTION OREFERENCE 0 INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENT:
To provide a single listing of developed government
furnished equipment
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
CM-020, Log, Contract End Item Assignment Number
RA-005, List, Parts Application Data
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
ESTIMATED COST(S)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
DATE:
CONTRACT
NO.:
TASK OR
SUBTASKI
DRL NO.:
DDL NO.:
IL
DATA
CATEGORY:
DRD NO.:
SE-014
DRL ITEIV
NOI
LEVEL NO:
RA-018, Report, Reliability Assessment
TE-030, Procedure, Test Operating
CLASSIFICATION: O GROUP I
0 SECRET 0 GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING
0 CONFIDENTIAL 0 GROUP 3 0 NASA DISCREET
0 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
0 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA 0 PROPRIETARY 0 PROJECT DISCREET
O_:UNCLASSIFIED 0 PUBLIC DOMAIN 0 NOFORN
O ANNUALLY
O SEMI-ANNUALLY
I'1 QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
t'l MONTHLY
O SEMI-MONTHLY
[] BI-WEEKLY
0 WEEKLY
[] DALLY
Y1 OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT 0 INSTRUCTION
D CHART [] BROCHURE 0 LETTER
[] DIAGRAM 0 BULLETIN 0 LIST
17 DRAWING [] CATALOG r-t LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT O MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE O MEMORANDUM
I-1 MODEL O DISCLOSURE O MINUTES
D RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [] PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER 0 PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE [] REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- 71 REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL 0 REPORT
[] OTHER 0 ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL I"I" SPECIFICATION
[] HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
O INDEX rl VOUCHER
FILE NO.:
NO. OF COPIESI
50
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USERI
PUBLICATION DATE
HDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILE STONE)I
Maintain
current
ESTIMATED
EXPIRAI:ION DATE:
REFERENCEDOCUMENTS:
Configuration Management
Manual, CM001BB001-1B
APPLICABLE STANDARDS:
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO"
Cognizant Engineer
BY
DA':-¢ , A¢ _ .TPL 256_ OCT 65
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-014 !
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONSI
I
Use formats "A" and "B" in Exhibit V of CM001BB001-1B, "Voyager Configuration
Management Manual," November 12, 1965.
The contractor shall assign a "paragraph number" for each GFE item listed.
This number is never reused in the event of a cancellation of an item.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW}
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
i. Scope
2. Applicable documents
3. Requirements: list each item of GFE and provide the following information:
a. Paragraph number
NOTE: Unique and one-time usage of each paragraph number
b. Appendix number
c. Federal stock class code
d. Nomenclature of item
e. Contract end item number of the assembly in which the requirements item is
installed, if applicable.
4. Test and verification
5. Preparation for delivery
6. Notes
7. Appendix: An appendix shall be prepared for each paragraph number in part 3.,
containing the following information as applied to the particular paragraph:
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-014
a. Federal stock class code
b. Scope
c. Applicable documents
d. Requirements performance/design
e. Test and verification
{1) Requalification when item is to have a new use or environment
(2) Receiving test
f. Preparation for delivery
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-015
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: _..ODE:
REQUIREMENT: SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT;
SPECIFICATION, PART
TYPE OF DOCUMENT; RCONTROL OACTION OREFERENCE rl INFORMATIOI_
DRD APPROVED BYI
DRD PREPARED BY_ DATE
D. Sergay 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION_
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCT,O_
USE OF DOCUMENT I
To provide technical data for procurement of parts
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITH OTHERDATA REQUIREMENTS:
RA-012, Card, Parts Data
SE-024, General Engineering Specification Design
SE-048, Report, Part, Material and Process Evaluation
TE-001, Plan, Integrated Test
CLASSIFICATION_ 0 GROUP I
0 SECRET n GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING
[] CONFIDENTIAL [] GROUP 3 n NASA DISCREET
0 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4. 0 JPL DISCREET
[] CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA [] PROPRIETARY 0 PROJECT DISCREET
UNCLASSIFIED [] PUBLIC DOMAIN Q NOFORN
FORM OF DATA; KIND OF DATA:
_[ PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT [] INSTRUCTION
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION;
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
DATEI DATA
CATEGORY:
CONTRACT DRD NO.:
NO.I
BE -015
TASK OR DRL ITEM
SUBTASK_ NO. :
DRL NO.: LEVEL NO:
DDL NO.: FILE NO.I-
NO. OF COPIES:
75
ESTIMATED MANHOURS INFORMATION CUTOFF
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION; DATE OR MILESTONE:
ESTIMATED COST( S ) DATE DATA DUE
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION; TO USER_
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
[] ANNUALLY
O SEMI-ANNUALLY
[] QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
[] MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTHLY
[] BI-WEEKLY
[] WEEKLY
[] DALLY
PUBLICATION DATE:
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILE STONE)I
Thru CDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRAIION DATEOTHERWISE,ASSPECIFIED
One _;irae
REFERENCEDOCUMENTS:
Military Specifications
O CHART [] BROCHURE [] LETTER
[] DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN [] LIST
n DRAWING O CATALOG [] LOG
O FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) O CONTRACT [] MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL [] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 PLAN
0 COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE [] REOUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL [] REPORT
[] OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE O SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL _ SPECIFICATION
[] HANDBOOK O STANDARD
[] INDEX [] VOUCHER
APPLICABLE STANDARDS;
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO :
System Engineer
BY
PAGE I OF.._s',_ oPt 256_ OCT 65
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-015
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
SPEC,ALINSTRUCTIONS:
A separate specification is required for each part.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW')
OUTUNEOFCONTENTS:
1. Scope
a. Scope
b. Classification
2. Applicable Documents
a. Specifications
b. Standards
c. Handbooks and reference
3. Requirements
a. Detail/nerformance requirement
b. Qualification
c. Definitions
d. Abbreviations and symbols
e. Materials
f. Design and construction
g. Marking
h. Workmanship
i. Processing control
j. : Reliability Sssurance
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-015
k. Environmental
1. Vendor furnished data
m. Bonded storage handling
4. Test and Verification (Quality Assurance and Screening Levels)
a. Screening techniques
b. Test certification
c. Rejection and recycling criteria
d. Vendor certification as applicable
5. Preparation for delivery
6. Notes
7. Appendixes
-3-
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-016
DRD APPROVED BYI DATEI DATA
CATEGORYI
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE;
REQUIREMENT: SS
TITLE OF DOCUMENT;
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD_ CODEI
SPECIFICATION, MATERIAL
DRDPREPAREDBY: DATE: CONTRACTORDNO.:
D. Ser_y 7/28/61 NO.: SE-016
ORGANIZATIONRESPONSIBLE TASKOR DRL ITEM
FORDOCUMENTPREPARATION:SUBTASK: NO.:
3ystem Engineering
ORGANIZATIONRESPONSIBLEDRLNO.:LEVELNO.Z
FORDOCUMENTREPRODUCTIONI
TYPE OF DOCUMENT; _ CONTROL r'tACTION rlREFERENCE I"1INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENTI
To provide technical data for the procurement of
materials.
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DDL NO." FILE NO.;
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION;
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
NO. OF COPIESI
75
ESTIMATED MANHOURS INFORMATION CUTOFF
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONZ DATE OR MILESTONE_
ESTIMATED COST (_;) DATE DATA DUE
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI TO USERIINTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
QA-017, Records, Self Life
SE-015, Specifications, Parts
SE-024, General Engineering Specifications Design
SE-025, General Engineering Specification, Test &
Evaluation, (Materials. Parts, ProQess_sl
CLASSIFICATION: Q GROUPI
Q SECRET O GROUP 2 O SPECIALHANDLING
F1CONFIDENTIAL l-t GROUP3 D NASADISCREET
O SECRETRESTRICTEDATA I"IGROUP 4 I"1JPLDISCREET
D CONFIDENTIALRESTRICTEDATA I"1PROPRIETARY 1"1PROJECTDISCREET
_]UNCLASSIFIED I-1PUBLICDOMAIN n NOFORN
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE
I-I ANNUALLY
I'1 SEMI-ANNUALLY
I"1 QUARTERLY
i-] BI-MONTHLY
I"1 MONTHLY
O SEMI-MONTHLY
El BI-WEEKLY
t-1 WEEKLY
n DAILY
OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
FORM OF DATA_ KIND OF DATA_
lid PRINTED DOCUMENT r't ABSTRACT E] INSTRUCTION
I-I CHART t-I BROCHURE I-1 LETTER
i'] DIAGRAM 17 BULLETIN I-1 LIST
n DRAWING [] CATALOG [] LOG
El FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT [] MANUAL
D ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[3 MODEL [] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) rq ENGINEERING CHANGE Q PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER D PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE r'l REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- ll REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL [] REPORT
El OTHER El ENGINEERING CHANGE r_ SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL Ii SPECIFICATION
I_ HANDBOOK [3 STANDARD
El INDEX n VOUCHER
PUBLICATION DATE:
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
ORMILESTONE):
Thru CDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE_
REFERENCEDOCUMENTS:
Military Specifications
APPLICABLE STANDARDS i
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED;
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO;
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO :
System Engineer
BY
PAGEI OF 3 _Pt_5_ oct65
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-016 I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET I
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Essentially a one-edition document, but may be modified as system definition and
development testing progress. A separate specification is required for each material.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. Scope
a. Scope
b. Classification
2. Applicable documents
a. Federal specification
b. Military specification
c. Standards
3. Requirements
a. Material composition
b. Magnetic characteristics
c. Testing
d. Abbreviations and symbols
e. Marking
f. Workmanship
g. Processing control
4. Test and verification (quality assurance provisions)
a. General requirements
b. Certificate of test
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-016
c. Sampling for incoming inspection tests
d. Incoming inspection tests
e. Marking, lot identification, symbology
Preparation for delivery
Notes
Appendixes
-3-
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-017
DRD APPROVED BYI
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING COOE:
REQUIREMENT:
SE
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODEI
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
SPECIFICATION, PROCESS
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: _1 CONTROL nACTION OREFERENCE O INFORMATIOt_I
DRDPREPAREDBY: DATE;
D. Sergay 7/28/67
ORGANIZATIONRESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATIONRESPONSIBLE
FORDOCUMENTREPRODUCTION;
USE OF DOCUMENT;
Prescribes methods and techniques of manufacturing and
processing. Specifies rework procedures.
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
MG-009,
QA-008,
SE-025,
Plan, Manufacturing
Plan, Inspection
General Engineering Specifications Test and
Evaluation, (Materials, Parts, Processes)
Plan, Integrated TestTE-001,
CLASSIFICATION: 0 GROUP I
[] SECRET 0 GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING
I-I CONFIDENTIAL 0 GROUP 3 0 NASA DISCREET
0 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
O CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA [] PROPRIETARY [] PROJECT DISCREET
_;I UNCLASSIFIED [] PUBLIC DOMAIN O NOFORN
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
ESTIMATED COST ($)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
0 ANNUALLY
[] SEMI-ANNUALLY
[] QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
0 MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTHLY
0 BI-WEEKLY
0 WEEKLY
0 DAILY
'IO OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
DATE:
CONTRACT
NO.:
TASK OR
SUBTASKI
DRL NO.:
DDL NO.:
DATA
CATEGORY:
DRD NO.:
_E-017
DRL ITEM
NO/
LEVEL NO.:
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT [] INSTRUCTION
0 CHART [] BROCHURE [] LETTER
0 DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN [] LIST
0 DRAWING [] CATALOG [] LOG
0 FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT 0 MANUAL
[] iLLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL [] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE 0 PLAN
0 COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE [] REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL O REPORT
[] OTHER 0 ENGINEERING CHANGE O SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL 13r SPECIFICATION
0 HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
I"I INDEX [] VOUCHER
FILE NO.:
NO. OF COPIES:
75
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USERI
PUBLICATION DATE:
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
ESTIMATED
EXPIRA'_ION DATE_
REFERENCE DOCUM ENTS_
M ilitarySpecifications
APPLICABLE STANDARDS _
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO
System Engineer
BY
PAGE I OF 2 _L 2568 OCT 65'
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-017 I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONSI
A separate specification is required for each process.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. Scope
2. Applicable documents
a. Federal specifications
b. Military specifications
c. Contractor specifications
d. Standards
3. Requirements
a. General
b. Special instructions
c. Procedure
4. Test and verification (quality assurance provisions)
a. General requirements
b. Inspection
c. Tests
d. Rejection
e. Reinspection
f. Rework
g. Process certification
5. Preparation for delivery (not applicable)
6. Notes (CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
7. Appendixes
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GEEXHIBIT DRD SE-018 I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET I
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. Scope
2. Applicable documents
3. Requirements
a. General
b. Data Interface
(1) Signals furnished by spacecraft for science subsystem
(2) Signals furnished by science subsystem for spacecraft
(3) Data flow from science subsystem to spacecraft
c. Electrical interface
(1) Power requirements
(2) Power transfer (switching electronics, grounding, shielding, cabling)
(3) Electromagnetic interference
d. Mechanical interface
(1) Location and orientation
(2) Field of view (stray light)
(3) Mounting
(4) Shielding (rtg, magnetic)
e. Thermal interface
f. Planetary scan platform and control
g. Probe experiment interfaces
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-018
DRD APPROVED BYI
vOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
DATE DATA
CATEGORYI
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE_
REQUIREMENT_ SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT_
SPECIFICATION, EXPERIMENT AND PLANETARY
SCAN PLATFORM INTERFACES
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODEI DRD PREPARED BY: DATE CONTRACT ORD NO.:
NO._
V. Klemas 7/28/67 SE-018
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TASK OR DRL ITEI_
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION: SUBTASK: NO.I
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: _WCONTROL OACTION OREFERENCE r'l INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENT_
To specify in detail physical and functional science
subsystem interface characteristics. To insure
compatibility between the science subsystem and
other subsystems.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
SE-O02, Plan, Interface Integration
SE-008, Specification, Systems Performance Design
Requirements
SE-019, Document, Interface Control
CLASSIFICATIONZ O GROUP I
O SECRET O GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING
[] CONFIDENTIAL [] GROUP 3 0 NASA DISCREET
[] SECRET RESTRICTED DATA [] GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
1-1 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA 0 PROPRIETARY [] PROJECT DISCREET
_UNCLASSIFIED 0 PUBLIC DOMAIN 0 NOFORN
DATA:
ABSTRACT 0 I NSTRUCTION
BROCHURE O LETTER
BULLETIN O LIST
CATALOG [] LOG
CONTRACT O MANUAL
DIRECTIVE O MEMORANDUM
DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
ENGINEERING CHANGE n PLAN
ORDER r-I PROCEDURE
REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- I"1 REGULATION
ING CHANGE PROPOSAL [] REPORT
ENGINEERING CHANGE !"1 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL Bi SPECIFICATION
HANDBOOK [3 STANDARD
INDEX [] VOUCHER
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF
._ PRINTED DOCUMENT n
[] CHART O
[] DIAGRAM O
[] DRAWING O
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) []
0 iLLUSTRATION []
[] MODEL 0
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) 0
[] COMPUTER CARD
O COMPUTER TAPE O
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD)
0 OTHER 0
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION_
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
ESTIMATED COST(S)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE;
0 ANNUALLY
[] SEMI-ANNUALLY
[] QUARTERLY
0 BI-MONTHLY
[] MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTHLY
0 BI-WEEKLY
[] WEEKLY
0 DAILY
J_ OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
APPLICABLE STANDARDS_
DRLNO.: LEVELNO/
DDL NO.: FILE NO.I
NO. OF COPIES;
60
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USER:
PUBLICATION DATE
HDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru CDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE_
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO;
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO"
Svstem En_neer
BY BY
PAGE I OF ._ J_L 256_ OCT 65
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GE EXHIbiT DRD SE-0.9
DRD APPROVED BY: DATE:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD:
REQUIREMENT:
SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
CODE:
DOCUMENT, INTERFACE CONTROL
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: R CONTROL OACTION I'IREFERENCE r-i INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENT:
To technically define CEI interfaces within a system. To
control interface design and changes affecting compati-
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE;
V. Klemas 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE:
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
DATA
CATEC<_RY:
CONTRACT DRD NO.:
NO. :
SE-019
TASK OR DRL ITEM
SUBTASK: NO. i
DRL NO.: LEVEL NO.:
DDL NO.: FILE NO.:
NO. OF COPIES:
60
INFORMATION CUTOFF
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: DATE OR MILESTONE:
ESTIMATED COST( S ) DATE DATA DUE
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: TO USER:
bility. To isolate responsibility for compatibility.
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
SE-002, Plan, Interface Integration
SE-010, Contract Eng Item (CED Detail Specification
(Prime Equipment, Part I (Requirements)
SE-011, Contract End Item (CEI) Detail Specification
(Prime Equipment) Part II
SE-057, Drawings, (Category B) for Interface Control
CLASSIFICATION: Q GROUP I
l-I SECRET [] GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING
0 CONFIDENTIAL I"1 GROUP S 0 NASA DISCREET
[] SECRET RESTRICTED DATA [] GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
[3 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA [] PROPRIETARY n PROJECT DISCREET
UNCLASSIFIED [] PUBLIC DOMAIN 0"1NOFORN
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
[] ANNUALLY
I"1 SEMI-ANNUALLY
[3 QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
[] MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTHLY
[] BI-WEEKLY
[] WEEKLY
[3 DALLY
]_ OTHERWISEAS SPECIFIED
One time
PUBLICATION DATE:
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE:
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
S_ PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT I"1 INSTRUCTION
[] CHART [] BROCHURE [3 LETTER
[3 DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN [3 LIST
[] DRAWING [] CATALOG [] LOG
[3 FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT [] MANUAL
n ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL [] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [3 PLAN
[3 COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE [] REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL [] REPORT
[] OTHER rn ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL mr SPECIFICATION
[3 HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
[] INDEX [] VOUCHER
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
APPLICABLE STANDARDS:
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO" .System Engineer
BY
PAGE I OF ,___ 3PL 2568 OCT 65
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-019
I
IVOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
ISPECIAL INSTRUCTIONSI
1. Interface control drawings or documents are not to be used for fabrication or
inspection of hardware.
. ICD lists shall be provided showing the status of each ICD. These lists shall
include, as a minimum, the ICD titles, effectivities, scheduled release dates,
and actual release dates.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTL,NE Or CONTENTS:
The contents of each Interface Control Document will specify requirements in such a way
as to accomplish the following:
.
To define and illustrate in detail physical and functional interface characteristics.
Review and approval of these ICDWs will provide a systematic check by all affected
parties, assuring that interface agreements and directives are properly understood.
.
To control interface design, to prevent inadvertent changes to subsystem charac-
teristics which would affect compatibility with other subsystems. In this respect
ICDts are a functional tool in "self-policing" to be used by each of the subsystem
contractors involved.
3. To demonstrate that compatibility between subsystems exists and that all
appropriate interface characteristics have been examined.
(CONTINUEONTHIRDSHEET,IF NECESSARY,ANDAFFIXTO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-019
Each Interface Control Document to include the following as a minimum:
1 Scope
2 Applicable documents - includes all applicable interface drawings.
3 Interface requirements
a. Physical - power flow, signal flow, mechanical including field joint,
separation, etc.
b. Environment- EMI, radiation, thermal, magnetic, etc.
c. Functional - command origination, etc.
4 Control procedures
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GE EXHIBIT DR/) SE-020
DRD APPROVED BY
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT OE_,RIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CO01E:
REQUIREMENT:
SR
TITLE OF DOCUMENT_
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODEI DRD PREPARED BY_ DATE
S. M. E,_)]a_ 7/28/6 7
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION
EngineeringCRITERIA, STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: _ CONTROL OACTION OREFERENCE O INFORMATIO_I
USE OF DOCUMENT_
Defines design philosophy and requirements for the
structural subsystem.
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
SE-001, Plan, System Development
SE-040, Report, Structural Design Loads Analysis
SE-041, Report, Stress Analysis
SE-046, Report, Component Design
SE-047, Report, Subsystem Design
CLASSIFICATION: 0 GROUP I
0 SECRET O GROUP 2 O SPECIAL HANDLING
O CONFIDENTIAL O GROUP S O NASA DISCREET
O SECRET RESTRICTED DATA O GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
O CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA O I:qlqOPRIETARY O PROJECT DISCREET
_3 UNCLASSIFIED 0 PUBLIC DOMAIN 0 NOFORN
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
PRINTED DOCUMENT O ABSTRACT
O CHART O BROCHURE
O DIAGRAM 1"3 BULLETIN
n DRAWING I"1 CATALOG
O FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) O CONTRACT
O ILLUSTRATION n DIRECTIVE
0 MODEL
0 RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC)
0 COMPUTER CARD
0 COMPUTER TAPE
O MICROFILM (W/OR WlO CARD)
13 OTHER
0 DISCLOSURE 0
17 ENGINEERING CHANGE 0
ORDER 0
0 REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- 0
INS CHAN_[ PROPOSAL
0 ENGINEERING CHANGE 0
PROPOSAL r3
E] HANDBOOK O
0 INDEX rl
I NSTRUCTION
LETTER
LIST
LOG
MANUAL
MEMORANDUM
MINUTES
PLAN
PROCEDURE
REGULATION
REPORT
SCHEDULE
SPECIFICATION
STANDARD
VOUCHER
I ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
'FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTIONI
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBU'rlON_
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
ESTIMATED COST (_;)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION_
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE
DATE:
CONTRACT
NOT
DATA
CATEGORY.
DRD NO.:
SE-020
TASK OR DRL ITEM
SUBTASKI NO
DRL NO.: LEVEL NOT
DDL NO.I FILE NO,:
NO OF COPIES
50
O ANNUALLY
O SEMI-ANNUALLY
O QUARTERLY
O BI-MONTH LY
rl MONTHLY
O SEMI-MONTHLY
O BI-WEEKLY
O WEEKLY
O DAILY
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE_
DATE DATA DUE
TO USERI
PUBLICATION DATEI
HDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru CDR
_L
ESTIMATED
_1 OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED EXPIRATION DATE;
One Lime
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
I. Materials Handbook
APPLICABLE STANOARDSI
REVIEWS ANOIOR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATION PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO :
System Engineer
BY BY
PAGE m OF 1 aPt a56_ oct 6'_
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-020
I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIALINSTRUCTIONS:
i. This document should contain a complete and explicit set of definitions of al__]_l
pertinent terms pertinent to strength, stiffness, design adeauacy, structural
adequacy, mission phases, etc.
2. Explicit criteria, viz, minimum allowable frequency, safety factors, etc., should be
clearly described.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTIONI (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. Scope
2. Applicable Documents
3. Definitions
a. Mission phases
b. Strength and stiffness
c. Materials
d. Design and Fabrication
4. Design objectives
a. Shipping, handling and storage
b. Launch phase
c. Boost (powered flight) phase
d. Interplanetary flight phase
e. Mars orbit phase
5. Design requirements
a. Strength
b. Stiffness
c. Design practices
d. Materials
e. Manufacturability
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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6. Reference
Appendix- Designer's summary of criteria
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-021
DRD APPROVED BY_
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
DATE DATA
CATEGORYI
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE; OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD;
REQUIREMENTI
SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT;
GENERAL ENGINEERING SPECIFICATION,
MAGNETIC CLEANLINESS
CODE
TYPE OF DOCUMENT; BICONTROL r'tACTION FIREFERENCE r'l INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENTI
Specifies the requirements for magnetic cleanliness
in the design, fabrication, handling, and test.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
QA-015, Procedure, Area Control
SE-015, Specification, Part
SE-016, Specification Material
SE-017, Specification, Process
SE-004, Plan, Magnetic Cleanliness Control
CLASSIFICATION_ I-1 GROUP I
f'l SECRET tit GROUP 2 rl SPECIAL HANDLING
0 CONFIDENTIAL r't GROUP 3 0 NASA DISCREET
f-t SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4 I"1JPL DISCREET
0 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA r-i PROPRIETARY FIPROJECT DISCREET
la UNCLASSIFIED 0 PUBLIC DOMAIN I"1NOFORN
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE; CONTRACT DRD NO.:NO.: SE-
B. Daniels 7/28/67 021
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TASK OR DRL ITEM
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION SUBTASK: NO.:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION;
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE_
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION"
ESTIMATED COST(S)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
FREQUENCY OF ISSUEI
DRL NO.;
DDL NO.;
LEVEL NO:
FILE NO.I
NO OF COPIES
100
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONEI
I-I ANNUALLY
I-1 SEMI-ANNUALLY
r-I QUARTERLY
1"3 BI-MONTHLY
r-i MONTHLY
t'-I SEMI-MONTH LY
rl BI-WEEKLY
r-i WEEKLY
O DAILY
ZI_ OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA;
,_ PRINTED DOCUMENT n ABSTRACT r'l INSTRUCTION
i"1 CHART t'-I BROCHURE I-I LETTER
n DIAGRAM 1-1 BULLETIN rl LIST
i'7 DRAWING {7 CATALOG I-I LOG
t-t FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) I"1 CONTRACT r3 MANUAL
r"l ILLUSTRATION I-I DIRECTIVE f-t MEMORANDUM
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
O MODEL
O RECORDING (TAPE ORDISC)
O COMPUTER CARD
O COMPUTER TAPE
O MICROFILM (W/OR WIOCARD)
O OTHER
r-i DISCLOSURE r"l MINUTES
rl ENGINEERING CHANGE I'1 PLAN
ORDER r'l PROCEDURE
n REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- i"1 REGULATION
ING CHANGE PROPOSAL rt REPORT
r'l ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL I SPECI FICATION
f-I HANDBOOK O STANDARD
r'l INDEX I"1 VOUCHER
APPLICABLE STANDARDS;
DATE DATA DUE
TO USER;
PUBLICATION DATE:
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Tbru HDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE:
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO;
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO :
System Engineer
BY BY
PAGE I OF "3 ZPL 2568 OCT 6b
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-021 I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTIONI (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. Scope
2. Applicable documents
3. Requirements
a. Allowable magnetic fields
(1) Overall system requirements for magnitude, stability and source.
(2) General requirements for components and assemblies.
(3) Apportionment for specific assemblies.
b. Materials
c. Electrical components
d. Component layout considerations including wiring
e. Shielding
f. Compensations
4. Test and verification (quality assurance provisions)
a. Special requirements for parts and materials
(i) Handling
(2) Fabrication
(3) Assembly
b. Field measurements for parts, materials, components, and the spacecraft
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
I DRD NO.:
SE-021
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(1) Test Conditions
(2) Procedures
(3) Measurements
c. Test Sequence
(1) For Type Approval hardware
(2) For flight hardware
(3) Certification
5. Preparation for Delivery
6. Notes
a. Sources of hardware
b. Properties of common engineering materials
c. Ganssing and degaussing
10. Appendixes
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-022
DRD APPROVED BY:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD:!CODEI
REQUIREMENT:
SE
TITLE OF DoCuMENT:
GENERAL ENGINEERING SI_ECIFICATION,
E LECTROMAGNE TIC COMPATIBILITY
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: Q[CONTROL OACTION OREFERENCE 0 INFORMATIOI_I
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
R.H. Woodyard 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
USE OF DOCUMENT:
Specifies requirements for design and tests necessary to
control the electronic interference environment of the
composite spacecraft system, associated electrical and
electronic subsystems, and at all external interfaces
including operational support equipment.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
SE-005, Plan, Electromagnetic Compatibility Control
SE-001, Plan, System Development
TE-001, Plan, Integrated Test
TE-130, Plan, General Test
TE-131, Plan, Detailed Test
CLASSIFICATION: I-I GROUP I
0 SECRET Q GROUP 2 D SPECIAL HANDLING
O CONFIDENTIAL O GROUP 3 O NASA DISCREET
O SECRET RESTRICTED DATA O GROUP 4. 1"1JPL DISCREET
O CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA O PROPRIETARY 0 PROJECT DISCREET
I_ UNCLASSIFIED O PUBLIC DOMAIN 0 NOFORN
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
PRINTED DOCUMENT O ABSTRACT
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE:
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
ESTIMATED COST(S)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
DATE; DATA
CATEGORY:
CONTRACT DRD NO.:
NO.:
SE-022
TASK OR DRL ITEM
SUBTASKI NO.I
DRLNO.: LEVEL NO]
DDL NO.: FILE NO.:
NO. OF COPIES:
75
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE]
DATE DATA DUE
TO USER:
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE: PUBLICATION DATE:
O I NSTRUCTION
n ANNUALLY
I-1 SEMI-ANNUALLY
O QUARTERLY
O BI-MONTHLY
D MONTHLY
n SEMI-MONTHLY
O BI-WEEKLY
O WEEKLY
0 DALLY
H OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru HDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATEI
[] CHART 0 BROCHURE r'1 LETTER
0 DIAGRAM 0 BULLETIN [] LIST
[] DRAWING I-1 CATALOG [] LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT [] MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL [] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [] PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE [] REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) IN6 CHANGE PROPOSAL [] REPORT
[] OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE O SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL J_ SPECIFICATION
[] HANDBOOK O STANDARD
[] INDEX [] VOUCHER
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
MIL-I-26600
MIL-E-6051C
MIL-STD- 826
APPLICABLE STANDARDS:
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO :
System Engineer
BY BY
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-022
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
I
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
i. Scope
a. Use
(1) EMC control program
(2) Application to specifications
b. Classification
(1) Composite system
(2) Subsystems
(3) Interfaces
2. Applicable documents
3. Requirements
a. General requirements
(1) Short-duration interference
(2) Electromagnetic interference safety margin
(3) Electroexplosive actuated systems
(4) Government furnished equipment
(5) Operational support equipment
b. Design Requirements
(i) Interference- free design
(2) Susceptibility
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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(3) Case shielding
(4) Grounding and isolation
(a) Bonding
(b) Dissimilar metals
(5) Wiring and harnesses
(6) EED firing circuits
(7) l_yrotechnic OSE
c. EM interference control requirements
(1) General components and assemblies
(a) Interference generation limit
(b) Susceptibility
(2) Systems
(a) System sensitivity
(b) Improper response
(3) OSE systems
(a) System sensitivity
4. Quality assurance provisions
a. Test schedule and sequence
(1) General components of assemblies
(a) Type approval hardware
(b) Flight hardware
(c) MDE
(d) OSE
(2) Electroexplosive devices and circuits
(a) TA hardware
(b) Flight hardware
(c) EED test equipment
(3) Systems
(a) TA
(b) Flight
(c) Ground support
b. instrumentation and operation
(1) Instrumentation
(2) Operations
(a) General
1) Calibration
2) Accuracy
3) Measurements
4) Monitoring
5) Bonding of instrumentation devices
(b) Test frequencies
(c) Tuning
(d) Test conditions
--3--
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(e) Test Methods
1) Components and assemblies
2) Systems
3) Ground support
c. Documentation
5. Notes
a. Intended use
b. Definitions
c. Referenced figures and tables
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-023
DATE iDRD APPROVED BY_
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
DATA
CATE_
ii i
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODEZ
REQUIREMENT:
SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT':
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DROZ CODE;
GENERAL ENGINEERING
SPECIFICATION, CLEANLINESS
TYPE OF DOCUMENTI O CONTROL nACTION OREFERENCE 0 INFORMATIOI_
USE OF DoCuMENT_
To provide integrated recFuirements for cleanliness
during design, fabrication, handling, and test.
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REOUIREMENTS_
PQ-014, Specification, General Engineering, Planetary
Quarantine Design
SE-001, Contract End Item (CEI) Detail Specification
(Prime Ec_ipment) Part II
SE-006, Plan, Cleanliness Control
SE-010, rLtrac E_dIte ( E
I I, H.P_rl,]_P_ment=q_
CLASSIFICATION: O GROUP I
O SECRET n GROUP 2 O SPECIAL HANDLING
n CONFIDENTIAL O GROUP 3 0 NASA DISCREET
0 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
O CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA O PROPRIETARY O PROJECT DISCREET
W[ UNCLASSIFIED O PUBLIC DOMAIN 0 NOFORN
ii
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
B. Daniels 7/28/6_
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System En_neering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTIONI
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRJBUTION;
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
CONTRACT DRD NO.:
NO.:
SE-023
TASK OR DRL ITEM
SUBTASK_ NO.
ORLNO._ LEVEL NO.I
DDL NO.: FILE NO.;
i
NO. OF
100
COPIES:
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE:
ESTIMATED MANHOURS INFORMATION CUTOFF
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: DATE OR MILESTONEI
ESTIMATED COST(S) DATE DATA DUE
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION_ TO USERI
PUBLICATION DATEFREQUENCY OF ISSUE
O ANNUALLY
n SEMI-ANNUALLY
O QUARTERLY
O BI-MONTHLY
0 MONTHLY
O SEMI-MONTHLY
O BI-WEEKLY
O WEEKLY
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY-
OR MILESTONE):
Thru I-IDR
ESTIMATED
EXPI RA'_ION DATE
FORM OF DATA_ KIND OF DATA:
,1_ PRINTED DOCUMENT 0 ABSTRACT 0 INSTRUCTION
r7 CHART r'l BROCHURE n LETTER
O DIAGRAM n BULLETIN O LIST
[_ DRAWING n CATALOG n LOG
D FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) r'l CONTRACT 0 MANUAL
r7 ILLUSTRATION 0 DIRECTIVE n MEMORANDUM
0 MODEL n DISCLOSURE 0 MINUTES
r7 RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) 0 ENGINEERING CHANGE 1"1 PLAN
C] COMPUTER CARD ORDER 0 PROCEDURE
O COMPUTER TAPE O REOUEST FOR ENGINEER- n REGULATION
O MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANQE PROPOSAL O REPORT
0 OTHER 0 ENGINEERING CHANGE 0 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL IX SPECIFICATION
0 HANDBOOK O STANDARD
O INDEX I"t VOUCHER
n DAILY
OTHERWISe,ASSPECIFIED
One time
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
System Performance/Design
Reaui rements
Planetary Ouarantine
Requirements
APPLICABLE STANDARDS _
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED;
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATION PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO;
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO _ Rv_f_.m "l_,no-in_._'r
BY
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-023 I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
I
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. Scope
2. Applicable documents
3. Requirements
a. Program requirements for cleanliness and contamination control
(1) General requirements for particle count, size, etc.
(2) Specific requirements for types of categories of hardware (as required)
b. Design constraints for cleanliness
(1) Accessibility
(2) Coatings
(3) Etc.
c. Manufacturing constraints
(1) Facilities
(2) Equipment
(3) Processes
(4) Procedures
(5) Handling and storage of materials and parts
d. Personnel constraints
(1) Training
(2) Supervision
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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e. Testing constraints
(1) Procedures and practices
(2) OSE and test equipment
f. Clean room practices and methods
g. Field procedures
4. Test and verification (quality assurance provisions)
a. Personnel
b. Inspection criteria
c. Quality control
d. Test requirements
(1) For hardware type and level of assembly
(2) Certification
e. Documentation
f. Rejection, resubmittal and disposition
5. Preparation for delivery
a. Handling, shipping, and storage
6. Notes (as required)
10. Appendixes
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-024
DRD APPROVED BY:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DI_PTION
CO01E OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR 0N); CODE
SE
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING
REQUIREMENT:
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
_D PRE_REOeV: OATE:
L. Seaman 7/28/67
ORGANIZATIONRESPONSIBLE
FORDOCUMENTPREPARATION:
System Engineering,
GENERAL ENGINEERING SPECIFICATION DESIGN
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: I CONTROL nACTION rlREFERIENCE n INFORMATION
use OpDOCUMENT:Defines the electronic circuit design tech-
niques and analyses, standard circuits, and electronic
package techniques and methods. Directs the component
design activity in these selected areas where use of a
standard approach for several subsystems will result in
increased reliability.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
SE-001, Plan, System Development
SE-003, Plan, Subsystem Development
SE-008, Specification,
Requirements
System Performance/Design
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE:
DATE:
CGI_ITRACT
NO. :
TASK OR
SUBTASK:
DRL NO.:
DATA
CATEGORY:
ORD NO.:
SE-024
ORL ITEM
NO,:
LEVEL NO,:
OOL NOJ FILE NO--
NO. OF COPIES:
CLASSIFICATION: n GROUP I
rl SECRET n GROUP 2 O SPECIAL HANDLING
O CONFIDENTIAL 0 GROUP 3 D NASA DISCREET
O SECRET RESTRICTED DATA O GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
0 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA 0 PROPRIETARY D PROJECT DISCREET
_1_ UNCLASSIFIED r-I PUBLIC DOMAIN I'1NOFORN
ESTIMATED MANHOURS INFORMATION CUTOFF
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: DATE OR MILESTONE:
ESTIMATED COST( S) DATE DATA DUE
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: TO USERI
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
_1 PRINTED DOCUMENT D ABSTRACT O
O CHART O BROCHURE 13
O DIAGRAM I-I BULLETIN D
(3 DRAWING O CATALOG rl
0 FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) 0 CONTRACT 0
O ILLUSTRATION rl DIRECTIVE O
O MODEL O DISCLOSURE D
rl RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) O ENGINEERING CHANGE n
O COMPUTER CARD ORDER 0
E) COMPUTER TAPE O REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- 0
0 MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) Imi CN&NOE PROPOSAL 0
n OTHER n ENGINEERING CHANGE 0
PROPOSAL
O HANDBOOK O
O INDEX 0
INSTRUCTION
LETTER
UST
LOG
MANUAL
MEMORANDUM
MINUTES
PLAN
PROCEDURE
REGULATION
REPORT
SCHEDULE.
SPECIFICATION
STANDARD
VOUCHER
I"1 ANNUALLY
rl SEMI-ANNUALLY
O QUARTERLY
O BI-MONTNLY
r_ MONTHLY
o-1 SEMI-MONTHLY
I'! BI-WEEKLY
O WEEKLY
O DALLY
in OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
REFERENCEDOCUMENTS:
Mission Specifications
PUBLICATION DATE:
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru HDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE
APPLICABLE STANDARDS :
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN OROCR OF SUI_IITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO :
System Engineer
BY BY
PAGE I OF_ 37L 256i_ OCT 65
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-024 !
IVOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
This data requirement may be issued as one or as several documents.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION; (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
The following items shall be included as a minimum:
1. Circuits Specification
a. Design techniques
(1) Circuit synthesis
(2) Worst-case analysis
(3) Error analysis
(4) Design margin analysis
(5) Redundancy
(6) Interference and grounding
(7) Computer programs
b. Standard circuits
(1) Selection and usage
(2) Application specification
(3) Screening test specification
2. Packaging Specification
a. General arrangement for low-power equipment
b. General arrangement for high-power equipment
c. General arrangement for microelectronic equipment
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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Design constraints for packaging of low-usage parts
Standards
(1) Encapsulated module design
(2) Printed wiring assembly design
(3) Welded interconnection board design
(4) Equipment package housing design
(5) Equipment package harness and shielding design
(6) Screw torque requirements
(7) Design of thermal joints
(8) Identification requirements
(9) Cleanliness requirements
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-025
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRDI
REQUIREMENTI
SE
I TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
CODE:
DRD APPROVED BY:
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
D. Sergay 7/*28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
DATE: DATA
CATEGORY:
GENERAL ENGINEERING SPECIFICATION, TEST &
EVALUATION, (MATERIALS, PARTS, PROCESSES)
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: I_CONTROL nACTION OREFERENCE 0 INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENT:
To define approach to testing. To specify test levels.
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
QA-009, Plan, Quality Assurance Program
SE-001, Plan, System Development
SE-015, Specification, Part
SE-016, Specification, Material
SE-017, Specification, Process
CLASS IFICATION:
O SECRET
O CONFIDENTIAL
17 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA
rq CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA
_1_UNCLASSIFIED
I"1 GROUP I
0 GROUP 2
0 GROUP 3
0 GROUP 4
n PROPRIETARY
0 PUBLIC DOMAIN
0 SPECIAL HANDLING
0 NASA DISCREET
OJPL DISCREET
n PROJECT DISCREET
0 NOFORN
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
PRINTED DOCUMENT
System Engineering
ORGANIZATIONRESPONSIBLE
FORDOCUMENTREPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATIONRESPONSIBLE
FORDOCUMENTDISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
ESTIMATED COST (_;)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE/
0 ANNUALLY
0 SEMI-ANNUALLY
0 QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
[] MONTHLY
0 SEMI-MONTHLY
0 Bt-WEEKLY
[] WEEKLY
[] DAILY
OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
CONTRACT! DRD NO.:
NO.:
SE-025
TASK OR DRL ITEM
SUBTASK: NO.I
DRLNO.I LEVELNOI
DDL NO.: FILE NO.:
NO. OF COPIES:
,t0
O ABSTRACT 0 INSTRUCTION Military Specifications
[-I CHART
[3 DIAGRAM
[] DRAWING
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION)
[] ILLUSTRATION
[] MODEL
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC)
[] COMPUTER CARD
[] COMPUTER TAPE
0 MICROFILM (W/OR WlO CARD)
[] OTHER
[] BROCHURE 0 LETTER
[] BULLETIN [] LIST
[] CATALOG O LOG
[] CONTRACT [] MANUAL
rt DIRECTIVE r'l MEMORANDUM
[] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] ENGINEERING CHANGE n PLAN
ORDER 0 PROCEDURE
t7 REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- O REGULATION
ING CHANGE PROPOSAL [] REPORT
0 ENGINEERING CHANGE 0 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL U SPECIFICATION
0 HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
13 INDEX [] VOUCHER
APPLICABLE STANDARDS i
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USER:
PUBLICATION DATE
HDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru CDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATEI
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO :
System Engineer
BY BY
PAGE I OF._2.__ J'PL 25_ OCT 65
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-025 !
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - :::'ND SHEET
SPECIALINSTRUCTIONS:
A separate document is required for each type of part, material and process.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW}
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. Scope
a. Purpose
b. Applicability
2. Applicable documents
a. Federal specifications
b. Military specifications
c. Prime contractor standards
3. Requirements
a. Performance
b. Equipment certification
c. Preparation for testing
d. Data recording and reporting
4. Test and verification
a. General requirements
b. Certification of tests
c. Sampling
5. Special handling and storage
6. Notes
7. Appendixes
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-026
DRD APPROVED BY I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING COOE:
REQUIREMENT:
SE
"TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: ,_.,ODE
SPECIFICATION, MOCK-UPS
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: RCONTROL OACTION OREFERENCE O INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENT:
To define the requirements and standards for the
development and construction of mock-ups of Voyager
Spacecraft elements.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
SE-003, Plan, ' Subsystem Development
SE-008, Specification, Systems Performance/Design
Requirements
SE-009, Specification, Subsystem Design Requirements
SE-060, Drawings for. Mock-ups
CLASSIFICATION: O GROUPI
O SECRET O GROUP 2 O SPECIAL HANDLING
O CONFIDENTIAL O GROUP 3 O NASA DISCREET
0 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4 r'l JPL DISCREET
0 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA 0 PROPRIETARY 0 PROJECT DISCREET
hi[UNCLASSIFIED 0 PUBLIC DOMAIN 0 NOFORN
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
Ii PRINTED DOCUMENT 0 ABSTRACT 0 INSTRUCTION
O CHART rl BROCHURE O LETTER
r'l DIAGRAM I-I BULLETIN 17 LIST
I-I DRAWING 17 CATALOG 0 LOG
0 FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) I"1 CONTRACT 0 MANUAL
O ILLUSTRATION O DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
O MODEL [] DISCLOSURE O MINUTES
O RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 PLAN
O COMPUTER CARD ORDER O PROCEDURE
0 COMPUTER TAPE rl REOUEST FOR ENGINEER- I"1 REGULATION
f-I MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) INS CHANGE PROPOSAL 0 REPOAT
O OTHER rn ENGINEERING CHANGE O SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL R SPECIFICATION
0 HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
0 INDEX [] VOUCHER
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE;
L. Ber gere ?/28/67i
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR O.OGUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
ESTIMATED COST (9)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
I-I ANNUALLY
O SEMI-ANNUALLY
[] QUARTERLY
O BI-MONTHLY
O MONTHLY
I'1 SEMI-MONTHLY
O BI'WEEKLY
O WEEKLY
O DAILY
_i_ 0THERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
Once
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
DATE: DATA
CATEGORY
CONTRACT _D NO.:
NO.:
SE-026
TASK OR DRL ITEM
SUSTASKI NO :
DRL NO,I LEVEL NO.:
DDL NO.: FILE NO--
NO. OF COPIES:
50
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USERI
PUBLICATION DATE:
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru CDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE:
System Performance/Design
Requirements
Subsystem Design Requirements
APPLICABLE STANDARDS:
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO:
System Engineer
BY
_GE I OF! J'PLa568OCT65
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-026 I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
A specification is to be provided for each mock-up used to demonstrate
functional adequacy of a design or design parameter.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW}
OUTL,NEOFCONTENTS:
1. Scope
2. Applicable documents
3. Requirements
a. Design
(1) Functions to be demonstrated
(2) Scale
(3) Materials
(4) Accuracy and tolerances
(5) Workmanship standards
b. Design Review
(1) Review authority
(2) Review procedures
(3) Design approval
Co Documentation
(1) Drawings
(2) Photographs
(3) Reports
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.}
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4. Test and verification (not applicable)
5. Preparation for shipment
a. Preservation
b. Packing
c. Assembly constraints
6. Notes
7. Appendixes
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DRD APPROVED BY_
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODE:ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
3E
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
SPECIFICATION, SPECIAL TEST MODELS
TYPE OF DOCUMENT; B[CONTROL I'IACTION rlRERERENCE r-i INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENT:
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
B. Daniels 7/28/67
IORGAN,ZAT,ONRESPONS,BLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATiON:
System Engineering
To define, in conjunction with appropriate drawings and
sketches, the characteristics of a test model. Used as
the basis for fabrication or procurement of the model.
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE;
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
DATE DATA
CATEGORY:
CONTRACT DRD NO.:
NO.:
_E-027
TASK OR DRL ITEM
SUBTASK_ NO. :
DRL NO.I LEVEL NO;
DDL NO- FILE NO.I'"
NO. OF COPIESI
50
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONEI
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHER DATA REQUIREMENTSI
SE- 001, Plan, System Development
SE-003, Plan, Subsystem Development
SE-062, Drawings for Test Models
TE-001, Plan, Integrated Test
TE-131, Plan, Detailed Test
CLASS I FICATION_
f-t SECRET
n CONFIDENTIAL
E] SECRET RESTRICTED DATA
I"1 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA
UNCLASSIFIED
E] GROUP I
[:] GROUP 2
I-I GROUP 3
[:] GROUP 4
n PROPRIETARY
0 PUBLIC DOMAIN
l-I SPECIAL HANDLING
I"} NASA DISCREET
r'l JPL DISCREET
I-I PROJECT DISCREET
O NOFORN
ESTIMATED COST ($)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE;
F1 ANNUALLY
I-I SEMI-ANNUALLY
F1 QUARTERLY
{'1 BI-MONTHLY
I-1 MONTHLY
I-I SEMI-MONTHLY
F1 BI-WEEKLY
O WEEKLY
O DAILY
OTHERWISE AS SPECIFIED
One time
DATE DATA DUE
TO USER:
PUBLICATION DATEI
HDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILE STONE)_
As required
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE
FORM OF DATA_ KIND OF
B PRINTED DOCUMENT r'l
I'1 CHART O
O DIAGRAM 1-1
1"7 DRAWING r"l
O FiLM (STATIC OR MOTION) Iq
n ILLUSTRATION I"1
[] MODEL [7
O RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) []
O COMPUTER CARD
r-t COMPUTER TAPE
O MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD)
r-I OTHER
DATA_
ABSTRACT F1
BROCHURE r3
BULLETIN F1
CATALOG F3
CONTRACT n
DIRECTIVE []
DISCLOSURE r't
ENGINEERING CHANGE r't
ORDER tr-t
i'1 REQUEST FOR ENGINELq_- I"1
ING CHANQE PROPOSAL I-I
I-1 ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1
PROPOSAL In
I-I HANDBOOK E]
r'l INDEX O
I NSTRUCTION
LETTER
LIST
LOG
MANUAL
MEMORANDUM
MINUTES
PLAN
PROCEDURE
REGULATION
REPORT
SCHEDULE
SPECI F I CATION
STANDARD
VOUCHER
REFERENCE DOCUM ENTS;
APPLICABLE STANDARDS_
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED;
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATION PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO:
System Engineer
BY BY
PAGE I OF 3 J_L 256_ OCT 65
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-027
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
!
SPEC,ALmSTRUCT,ONS:
This specification is not required where an existing specification already applies.
Engineering development model components and the EDM spacecraft are typical
examples. If, however, the degree of simulation becomes signficant as in the
structural test model or in a special assembly to evaluate the effect of shock on a
section of the solar array, the specification is required. Specifications need not be
provided for simple breadboard tests which are under the direct cognizance of the
design engineer.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION; (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING ODL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
o
2.
,
Scope
Applicable documents
a. Drawings and sketches
b. Other specifications
Requirements
a. Configuration
(1) General
(2) Special considerations
(a) Joints
(b) Accessibility
(c) Replaceability
b. Degree of allowable simulation
(1) Functional characteristics
(2) Materials
(3) Mass and dynamics
(4) Thermal
(5) Electrical
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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c. Instrumentation
(1) Type and quantity
{2) Location
(3) Mounting provisions
4. Quality assurance provisions
a. Inspection and test
b. Instrument calibration
5. Preparation for delivery (as applicable)
6. Notes
7. Appendixes
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This information may also be maintained in a computer memory, or computer cards, tape,
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SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION; (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
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The
OF CONTENTS:
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a. Subsystem
(1) Element of subsystem
2. Quantity per spacecraft
3. Current weight estimate (pounds)
a. Item
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7. Temperature limits
a. Operating limits
b. Nonoperating
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DATE:
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FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
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FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
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DATA
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FILE NO
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NO OF COPIES
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PUBLICATION DATE:
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]g PRINTED DOCUMENT O ABSTRACT O INSTRUCTION
[] CHART n BROCHURE [] LETTER
[] DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN O LIST
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D FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT [] MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL [] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAPE: OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE n PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE 0 REOUEST FOR ENGINEER- n REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL _ REPORT
[] OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [] SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL [] SPECIFICATION
[] HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
[] INDEX [] VOUCHER
REFERENCEDOCUMENTS:
System Performance/Design
Requirements
Subsystem Design R equirements
APPLICABLE STANDARDS i
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
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SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW}
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
le
2.
3.
0
Purpose
Scope
Spacecraft system
a. Configuration
b. Major subsystem functions
c. Weight and mass properties summary
d. Gross power profile
e. Sequence of events summary
Subsystems
a. Power
b. Computer and sequencing
c. Guidance and control
d. Radio
e. Telemetry
f. Command
g. Data storage
h. Structural and mechanical
i. Pyrotechnic
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j. Temperature control
k. Science
1. Midcourse propulsion
m. Orbit insertion propulsion
Interfaces with spacecraft
a. OSE
b. Booster
c. Shroud
d. Capsule
e. Deep space net
OSE
a. Subsystem OSE
(1) Command subsystem OSE
(2) Radio subsystem OSE
(3) Data storage subsystem OSE
(4) Telemetry subsystem OSE
(5) G & C subsystem OSE
(6) C & S subsystem OSE
(7) Pyrotechnic subsystem OSE
(8) Structure and mechanics subsystem OSE
(9) Temperature control subsystem OSE
(10) Power subsystem OSE
(11) MC propulsion subsystem OSE
(12) OI Propulsion subsystem OSE
b. System Test Complex
(1) Computer data system
(2) Test conductor's console
(3) Simulators
(4) Ancillary equipment
c. Launch complex equipment
(1) Umbilical processing and control equipment
(2) Data Links
(3) LCC control and display equipment
(4) Fluid service equipment
(5) Pyrotechnic subsystem safe/test kit
(6) RF link equipment
d. Assembly, handling, and shipping equipment
(1) Assembly equipment
(2) Handling equipment
(3) Shipping equipment
(4) Special purpose test equipment
e. Mission-dependent equipment
(1) Command MDE
(a) Command modulator
(b) Command detector
(c) Command software
(2) Telemetry MDE
(a) Telemetry demodulator
(b) Telemetry simulator
(c) Decommutation software
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DRD APPROVED BY I
vOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE:
REQUIREMENT;
SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTI
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODEI DRD PREPARED
W.E
REPORT, SYSTEM ANALYSIS, GENERAL
TYPE OF DOCUMENTI O CONTROL OACTION OREFERENCE 11_ INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENT;
To provide allocation of system accuracy requirements
to the subsystem and component level, toprovide support-
ing analyses for system tradeoffs, and to provide re-
quired data for subsystem designs.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
MP-001, Handbook. System Performance Reference
MP-005, Plan Flight Operation Diagnostic Computation
SE-001, Plan, System Development
SE-008, Specification, SystemPerformance/Design
Requirements
SE-009, Specification, Subsystem Design Requirements
CLASSIFICATION; 0 GROUP t
0 SECRET 0 GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING
I-1 CONFIDENTIAL 0 GROUP 3 [] NASA DISCREET
D SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4 [] JPL DISCREET
f-I CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA '/'1 PROPRIETARY I"1PROJECT DISCREET
_UNCLASSIFIED D PUBLIC DOMAIN [] NOFORN
BY: DATE i
Johnston 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUC"TIONI
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION;
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION
ESTIMATED COST(S)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE
DATEI
CONTRACT
NO.:
TASK OR
SUBTASK_
DRL NO.:
DDL NO.:
DATA
CATEGORY.
DRD NO. i
gE-033
DRL iTEM
NO._
LEVEL NO
FILE NO
I-I ANNUALLY
r3 SEMI-ANNUALLY
O QUARTERLY
I_ BI-MONTHLY
D MONTHLY
D SEMI-MONTHLY
[] BI-WEEKLY
[] WEEKLY
[] DAILY
H OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
:FORM OF DATA; KIND OF DATA;
PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT rl INSTRUCTION
rl CHART [] BROCHURE [] LETTER
0 DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN [] LIST
[] DRAWING [] CATALOG [] LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT 0 MANUAL
D ILLUSTRATION rl DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
F'I MODEL 0 DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
D RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [] PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
0 COMPUTER TAPE 0 REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL m" REPORT
[] OTHER r-i ENGINEERING CHANGE 0 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL [] SPECIFICATION
f-I HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
n INDEX [] VOUCHER
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
APPLICABLE STANDARDS :
NO OF COPIES
60
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR M_LESTONE
DATE DATA DUE
TO USER
PUBLICATION DATE
SDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE)
Thru PDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATEI
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED;
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATION PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TOT
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO:
System Engineer .
BY
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Drawings, graphs, tables, and sketches shall be presented in such a form that quanti-
tative information can be obtained directly from them, i.e., _raphs shall be of sufficient siz
with sufficient grids such that points can be read directly from the graphs, and each graph,
etc., shall be sufficiently labeled so as to be self-explanatory. Reports covering a single
analysis are preferred to longer reports covering a variety of analyses.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
The results of system and mission analyses are to be reported in this report unless otherwis_
covered in specific category system analysis reports. Each report shall cover a complete
analysis and shall be self-sufficient except for referencing other formal documents.
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
The system analysis reports are for the purpose of supporting system tradeoffs, mission
tradeoffs, the allocation of mission and system accuracy requirements to the subsystem on
component level, and subsystem designs by providing system and mission data.
1. Introduction
a. Objective(s)
b. Background and relationships (relationships to other reports and specifications and
to previously published work).
c. Scope and limitations of study
2. Summary of results
a. Significant results
b. Significant assumptions (including mission or system constraints)
c. Problem areas (areas requiring further design effort, potential operational,
manufacturing, or test problems, and areas requiring further analysis}
3. Analysis
a. Description of problem
b. Discussion of assumption
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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c. Selection of approach (includes discussion of other approaches and reason for
d. selection)
e. Approach (sufficient to substantiate results)
Discussion of results (includes effects of assumptions and description of key
contributors to its results)
Conclusions
a. Adequacy of analysis (including recommendations for further analyses)
b. Problem areas
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-034
DRD APPROVED BY:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODE:
REI:_ORT, SYSTEM ANALYSIS, TRAJECTORIES AND
ORBIT
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: 0 CONTROL r'IACTION OREFERENCE _ INFORMATIOI_I
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
W. E. Johnson 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
USEOF DOCUMENT:
To provide system and subsystem design parameters
and required inputs to operational and program planning
and to support planetary quarantine analyses.
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
PQ-009, Report, Planetary Quarantine Analysis
SE-001, Plan,_.Sys_em D evelopmen_ ._ .
SE-008, _peelnca_]on, _ys_em rer, ormance/ues]gn
Kequirem ents
SE-009, Specification, Subsystem Design Requirements
SE-018, Specification, Experiment and Planetary Scan
Platform interfaces
I-I GROUP !
I-I GROUP 2 17 SPECIAL HANDLING
r"l GROUP 3 [3 NASA DISCREET
n GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
0 PROPRIETARY [] PROJECT DISCREET
[] PUBLIC DOMAIN 0 NOFORN
CLASS I FICATION:
i-I SECRET ,_
[] CONFIDENTIAL
[] SECRET RESTRICTED DATA
[] CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA
UNCLASSIFIED
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
I_ PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT [] INSTRUCTION
[] CHART [] BROCHURE t-'l LETTER
[] DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN [] LIST
[] DRAWING I-1 CATALOG [] LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT [] MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL [] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) I"1 ENGINEERING CHANGE [] PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE I-1 REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- 17 REGULATION
0 MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL _ REPORT
[] OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE 0 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL f7 SPECIFICATION
[] HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
0 INDEX I-I VOUCHER
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION
ESTIMATED COST(S)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
DATE:
CONTRACT
NO.:
TASK OR
SUBTASK:
DATA
CATEGORY
ORD NO. :
_E-034
DRL ITEM
NO:
DRL NO.: LEVEL NO
DDL NO.: FILE NO
0 ANNUALLY
[] SEMI-ANNUALLY
[] QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
O MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTH LY
[] BI-WEEKLY
[] WEEKLY
[] DALLY
]_ OTHERWISEAS SPECIFIED
Maintain current
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS.
Mission Specification
APPLICABLE STANDARDS
|
NO OF COPIES
5O
IN fOR MATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE
DATE DATA DUE
TO USER
PUBLICATION DATE
SDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE)
Thl_ HDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE:
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO : BY
System Engineer
BY
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - ZNO SHEET !
i
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Drawings, graphs, tables and sketches shall be presented in such a form that
quantitative information can be obtained directly from them; i.e., graphs shall be
sufficient size with sufficient grids such that points can be read directly from the graphs,
etc., and shall be sufficiently labeled so as to be self-explanatory. Reports covering a single
analysis are preferred to longer reports covering a variety of analyses.
m
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DOL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTL,NEoFCONTENTS:
The Trajectory and Orbit System Analysis Reports are to be used as working
documents and shall report on the following analyses as a minimum:
1o Launch period selection.
2. Heliocentric trajectory parameters including earth, spacecraft,
target planet, sun, and Canopus geometry.
3. Orbit selection including tradeoff analyses.
4. Orbit insertion parameters including tradeoffs, estimated error
in orbit characteristics, and _ V requirements.
5. Orbit decay.
6. Orbit trim, including corrections, for multiple orbit characteristics
corrections and AV requirements.
7. Planet, sun, earth, spacecraft, and canopus geometry during orbiting
period.
8° Targeting, including trajectory biasing, maneuver errors, and orbit
determination errors.
9. Near-earthspaceeraft, sun, earth, and canopus geometry.
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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10. Special analysis for planetary quarantine.
11. Trajectory and orbit computer program developments.
12. Alternate or degraded trajectories and orbits and required related
system design and operational parameters.
13. Spacecraft and capsule geometry from capsule separation to entry.
14. Spacecraft and capsule geometry during capsule surface phase.
15. Planet ground coverages.
Each report shall include the following as a minimum:
.
.
.
b°
C.
Summary
a. Description of analysis and reason for analysis.
b. Potential problem areas.
c. Results.
Analysis
a. Definition of problem and background, including reason for analysis,
and scope of analysis.
Basic assumption and analytical approach.
Description of analysis with sufficient information and substantial
results.
Results
a. Quantitative results
b. Discussion of validity and adequacy of results.
c. Recommendation for additional work.
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-035
DRD APPROVED BY:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE
REQUIREMENT/
SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENTZ
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODE DRD PREPARED
W.E,
BY: DATE:
Johnston 1/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
REPORT, SYSTEM ANALYSIS, MAGNETIC
CHARACTERISTICS
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: n CONTROL OACTION RREFERENCE _INFORMATIO_I
USEOFDOCUMENT:
To provide an estimate of the magnetic field and critical
system locations, to provide the basis for allocating
system magnetic requirements to the component and part
level, and to provide supporting analysis for testing ap-
proach of the system, components, and parts.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATA REQUIREMENTS:
SE-004, Plan, Magnetic CleanIiness Control
SE-008, Specification, System Performance/Design
Requirements
SE-021, General Engineering Specification,
Magnetic Cleanliness
SE-050, Report, Component Data Sheet
CLASS I FICATION: [] GROU P I
[] SECRET [] GROUP 2 [] SPECIAL HANDLING
[] CONFIDENTIAL O GROUP 3 n NASA DISCREET
[] SECRET RESTRICTED DATA [] GROUP 4 [] JPL DISCREET
[] CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA [] PROPRIETARY [] PROJECT DISCREET
_UNCLASSIFIED [] PUBLIC DOMAIN n NOFORN
FORM OF DATAI KIND OF DATA/
PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT [] INSTRUCTION
[] CHART [] BROCHURE [] LETTER
rl DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN n LIST
[3 DRAWING [] CATALOG [] LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT [] MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION n DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
i
rl MODEL [] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
n RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [] PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
n COMPUTER TAPE n REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL 13 REPORT
n OTHER [3 ENGINEERING CHANGE I-t SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL [] SPECIFICATION
[] HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
[] INDEX [] VOUCHER
ORGAN IZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION
ESTIMATED COST ($)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE
[] ANNUALLY
[3 SEMI-ANNUALLY
n QUARTERLY
[] BI - MONTHLY
[] MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTH LY
[] BI-WEEKLY
[] WEEKLY
[] DAILY
_I OTHERWISE AS SPECIFIED
Maintain current
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
DATE: DATA
CATEGORY:
CONTRACT DRD NO.:
NO.:
SE-035
TASK OR DRL ITEM
SUBTASK NO. i
DRL NO.. LEVEL NO
DDL NOI FILE NO
NO OF COPIES
30
INFDRMATION 03T_F&-
DATE 01_ M'LES"rONE
DA_'E DATA DOE
TO USE_R
PUBLICA'ION DATE
SDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR M_LE STONE)
Thru FACI
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE
APPLICABLE STANDARDS
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATION PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO :
System Engineer
BY
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Drawings, graphs, tables, and sketches shall be presented in such a form that
quantitative information can be obtained directly from them; i. e., graphs shall
be of sufficient size and with sufficient grids such that points from the curves
can be read directly from the graph. The report shall be issued at the completion
of specific analyses such as method of allocating system requirements to a lower
level, development of a math model, and verification of testing approach.
m
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
The System Analysis Report - Magnetic Characteristics summarizes the magnetic
characteristics of the system and the prediction of the magnetic field of critical system
locations.
Ze
e
Summary
a. Analyses performed and results
b. Problem areas
c. Recommendations
d. Future work
Analyses
a. Magnetic field math model
(1) Status
(2) Supporting analyses
b. Magnetic Mapping approach
(1) status
(2) Supporting analyses
(3) Testing requirements
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY_ AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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c. General Analyses
(1) Fundamental analyses
(2) Specific problems
Part and component characteristics
a. Analyses of testing results
b. Recommended parts and components system
Conclusion
a. Predicted (or estimated) magnetic field
b. Recommendations (to include adequate substantiation)
c. Required additional analyses
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DRD APPROVED BY:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
DATE: DATA
CATEGORY:
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING
REQUIREMENT:
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
CODE:
SE
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODEI
REPORT, SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE; CONTRACT DRD NO.:
NO.:
D. Sergay 7/28/67 SE-036
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TASK OR DRL ITEIV
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION: SUBTASK: NO;
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DRL NO.: LEVEL NO
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DDL NO. FILE NO
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: [] CONTROL F1ACTION []REFERENCE B INFORMATIOI_I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
USE OF DOCUMENT:
To provide a detailed chronological history of the
individual operational and functional events on board
the spacecraft that are required to execute the mission.
INTFRRFI ATIONSHIP WITH _THER DATA REQUIREMENTSI
M-P-003, Specification, Mission Dependent EQuipment
MP-004, Report, Operational DesignDescrio_ion _IDE)
SE-008, Specification, System Perirormance/Design
Requirements
SE-009, Specification, Subsystem Design Requirements
SE-032, Spacecraft System Description
SE-0,54 t List, Command
CLASSIFICATION: n GROUP I
I"1 SECRET rl GROUP 2 [] SPECIAL HANDLING
[] CONFIDENTIAL [] GROUP 3 [] NASA DISCREET
[] SECRET RESTRICTED DATA [3 GROUP 4 17 JPL DISCREET
[] CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA [3 PROPRIETARY [] PROJECT DISCREET
UNCLASSIFIED [] PUBLIC DOMAIN [] NOFORN
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATAI
[] PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT ['3 INSTRUCTION
0 CHART n BROCHURE 0 LETTER
[3 DIAGRAM rl BULLETIN [] LIST
[3 DRAWING n CATALOG [] LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [3 CONTRACT [3 MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [3 MEMORANDUM
[3 MODEL [] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [3 ENGINEERING CHANGE [3 PLAN
O COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[3 COMPUTER TAPE O REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- [3 REGULATION
O MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL ]_ REPORT
[] OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [] SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL [] SPECIFICATION
[] HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
O INDEX [] VOUCHER
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
i
NO OF COP_ES
75
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION
ESTIMATED COST ($)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE
/'1 ANNUALLY
O SEMI-ANNUALLY
r't QUARTERLY
0 el-MONTHLY
rl MONTHLY
0 SEMI-MONTHLY
0 BI-WEEKLY
0 WEEKLY
0 DALLY
! OTHERWI_.AS SPECIFIED
One time/update
monl:hly
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
IN;'_R MAT!_N Cj'rCFr
DATE O_ M'LESTONE
DATE DA'A DUE
TO uSER
PUBLICATION DATE
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE}
Thru IIDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE
APPLICABLE STANDARDS
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATION PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO : BY
System Engineer
BY
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONSI
Computer printout with data describing individual events recorded on the tabulating
cards for ease of revision in order, duration, or time of occurrenence.
SE-0361
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
0UTL,NEOFCONTENTS:
1. Scope (as of the particular revision being distributed}
2. Applicable documents
3. Description and explanation of notation used on tabulated sequence.
4. Tabulated sequence of events for:
a. Nominal predicted mission (this much of the report to be distributed as soon as
available}
b. Alternate or degraded missions (to be issued later, as degraded operating modes are
defined}
5. Notes (as required}
6. Appendix (as required}
Each individual event data item shall contain the following information:
1. Name of the function that constitutes the event with the sense, such as off or on, etc.
2. The predicted nominal time of execution of this event to a resolution of 1 second relative
to lift-off.
3. A mission phase identification code.
4. The source for the initiation of the event.
5. The backup source code or discrete command number, as applicable.
6. Identification of the subsystem that receives the command and performs the function.
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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CENTER EXHIBIT DRD SE-037
DRD APPROVED BYI DATE
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING
REQUIREMENTI
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODE DR{) PREPARED BY: DATE:
SE D Ser_a 7/28/6_
_Y
ORGAN,ZAT'ONRESmNS_BLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
REPORT, TRADE STUDIES
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: n CONTROL r'tACTION rlREFERENCE 3o INFORMATIOI_
USEOF DOCUMENT:
TO provide a record of the results of system and
subsystem trade studies that are carried out in order to
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE:
support design decisions in the course of complete
system definition.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATA REQUIREMENTS:
MP-004, Report, Operational Design Description
SE-001, Plan, System Development
SE-003, Plan, Subsystem Development
SE-032, Report, Spacecraft System Description
SE-033, Report, System Analysis, General
SE-046, Report, Subsystem Design
CLASSIFICATION: rl GROUP I
r3 SECRET n GROUP 2 [3 SPECIAL HANDLING
[] CONFIDENTIAL r_ GROUP 3 rl NASA DISCREET
t-I SECRET RESTRICTED DATA r-I GROUP 4 [3 JPL DISCREET
O CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA t-I PROPRIETARY [3 PROJECT DISCREET
UNCLASSIFIED I-1 PUBLIC DOMAIN [3 NOFORN
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION:
ESTIMATED COST(_)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
[] ANNUALLY
[] SEMI-ANNUALLY
E] QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTH LY
[] MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTHLY
[] BI-WEEKLY
[] WEEKLY
[] DALLY
OTHERWISE AS SPECIFIED
As completed
DATA
CATEGORY:
CONTRACT DRD NO.:
NO.:
SE-037
TASK OR DRL ITEM
SUBTASKI NO. i
DRL NO.I LEVEL NOI
DDL NO.I FILE NO.:
NO OF COPIES:
5O
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USER:
PUBLICATION DATE:
SDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru HDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATEI
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
_r PRINTED DOCUMENT O ABSTRACT
[] CHART rl BROCHURE
[3 DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN
[] DRAWING [] CATALOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE
[]
[]
[]
D
[]
D
[] MODEL
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC)
[] COMPUTER CARD
I-I COMPUTER TAPE
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD)
[3 OTHER
0 DISCLOSURE []
[] ENGINEERING CHANGE I-I
ORDER 0
[3 REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- []
ING CHANGE PROPOSAL
17 ENGINEERING CHANGE 1-1
PROPOSAL []
0 HANDBOOK []
0 INDEX n
I NSTRUCTION
LETTER
LIST
LOG
MANUAL
MEMORANDUM
MINUTES
PLAN
PROCEDURE
REGULATION
REPORT
SCHEDULE
SPECI FICATION
STANDARD
VOUCHER
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
APPLICABLE STANDARDS i
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO
System Engineer
BY BY
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONSI
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTIONI (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTSI
Each trade study report shall be identified by one of the following:
1. Significant subsystem or system function that was optimized in the study.
2. Significant pair of functions that were traded against each other to optimize a
third function, performance objective, or system parameter.
3. Significant component or function that was selected from a list of competing
concepts, parts, components, or designs.
In addition, the report shall discuss the following items:
1. Impetus for the trade study (how it came to be performed)
2. Problem to be solved in the trade study
3. Objectives of the study
4. A list of all candidate solutions, components, concepts, etc., considered in the
study.
5. All advantages and disadvantages, design margins, and items of inferiority or
superiority of each competing item in all relevant categories, such as reliability,
cost, weight, and development risk.
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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6. A complete discussion of any numerical weighting schemes thatwere applied in
reaching a decision.
7. Any specific mathematical analysis applied to the problem.
8. Selection or recommendation.
9. A summary of the factors that were considered to be dominant in reaching
the decision.
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD:
REQUIREMENTI S"_,
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
GE EXI41BIT DRD SE-038
DRD APPROVED BY:
CODE T
REPORT, SYSTEM ANALYSIS RELIABILITY
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: n CONTROL FIACTION I"IREFIERENCE '1_ INFORMATIOI_I
DRD PREPARED BY:
W.E.
DATE:
DATE:
Johnston 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
CONTRACT
NO.:
TASK OR
SUBTASKI
DRL NO.:
DDL NO.:
DATA
CATEGORY:
DRD NO. :
3E-038
DRL ITEM
NO.:
LEVEL NO.::
FILE NO.i
USE OF DOCUMENT:
To provide an estimate of system, subsystem and
component reliability; to define areas requiring
further design effort; to recommend applications
of redundancy; and to provide reliability inputs
to design
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
I_A-009, Plan, Reliability Program
RA-018, Report, Reliability Assessment
RA-019, Report, Reliability Program Status
SE-001, Plan, System Development
SE-008, Specification, System Performance/Design
Requirements
m
CLASSIFICATION: n GROUP I
[] SECRET [] GROUP 2 O SPECIAL HANDLING
[] CONFIDENTIAL rl GROUP 3 O NASA DISCREET
[] SECRET RESTRICTED DATA [] GROUP 4 [] JPL DISCREET
[] CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA I1 PROPRIETARY I-1 PROJECT DISCREET
H UNCLASSIFIED n PUBLIC DOMAIN [] NOFORN
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION
ESTIMATED COST(S)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE
[] ANNUALLY
[] SEMI-ANNUALLY
[] QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
[] MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTHLY
[] BI-WEEKLY
n WEEKLY
[] DAILY
11'1 OTHERWISE AS SPECIFIED
One time
NO OF COPIESI
75
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USER
PUBLICATION DATE
SDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru CDR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
_" PRINTED DOCUMENT n ABSTRACT I"1 INSTRUCTION
I-I CHART n BROCHURE [] LETTER
[] DIAGRAM n BULLETIN [] LIST
[] DRAWING [] CATALOG [] LOG
[] FILM (STATIC O_ MOTION) [] CONTRACT [] MANUAL
[] iLLUSTRATION i't DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL [] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [] PLAN
[] COMPUTER C.ARD ORDER r"l PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE [_ REOUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL _ REPORT
[] OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE r'l SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL rl SPECIFICATION
n HANDBOOK 1:3 STANDARD
[] INDEX [] VOUCHER
REFERENCE DOCUMENTSI
APPLICABLE STANDARDS i
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED;
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO;
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SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO
System Engineer
BY
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!
IVOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
ISPECIAL tNSTRUCTIONSI
Drawings, graphs, tables,and sketches shall be presented in such a form that
quantitative information can be obtained directly'from them; i.e., graphs shall
be of sufficient size with sufficient grids such that points from the curves can be
read directly from the graph. Each graph, etc., shall be sufficiently labeled that
text material is not required to interpret the graph, etc. Short reports covering
single subsystem, components, tradeoff studies, etc., are preferred to long
reports covering a variety of analyses.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
The reports are to be used as working documents and shall report on the following
types of reliability analysis:
1. Component and subsystems reliability predictions (RFMA's)
2. System reliability model
3. Failure modes and effects (FMEA's)
4. Optimization of system reserves (weight, etc.) for redundancy
5. Command and telemetry adequacy
6. Backup operational modes and missions
Each report shall include the following as a minimum:
1. Summary
a. Types of analysis and component, subsystem, function, etc., analysis
b. Potential problem areas
c. Results,including redundancy recommendations and reliability
predictions (RFMA 's)
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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2. Analysis
a. Definition of problem, including assumption, reason for analysis
and scope of analysis.
b. Reliability diagrams, models, and data base to be used.
c. Analytical approach with sufficient steps to support results.
3. Results
a. Numerical results
b. Discussion of adequacy of analysis
c. Recommendations for additional analysis
4. Conclusions
Support of design approach, recommendation of acceptance of one approach
in tradeoff studies, recommendation of redundancy or backup operational
modes or missions, or recommendation for further design effort.
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Tabulated mode shapes and frequencies corresponding to a specified physical model
must be given, as well as inertia, weight and geometric data for this model.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
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2. Applicable documents
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a. Test program
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5. Conclusions
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SPECIALINSTRUCTIONS:
1. Tables describing structural elements and components
weight, CG, inertias, etc., must be provided.
, Tabulated load factors ("G" units) and applied loads (in pounds
or inch-pounds) should be provided for the components and
structural elements
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW}
OUTLINEOFCONTENTS:
1. Scope (abstract)
2. Applicable documents
3. Method for specifying critical loads
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8. References
Appendix - design environmental levels
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1. Scope (abstract)
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a. Analytical techniques and methods
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a. Margins of safety
b. Substantiating stress analyses
6. Reference
7. Appendix - Stress analysis digital computer routines
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Appendixes: Each appendix will present a detailed design analysis and will include,
but not be limited to, a stress, thermal, worst case, redundancy,
operational procedures, and circuit analysis, weights and balance
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DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO;
BY B'Y
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO i
, System Engineer
BY
PAGEIOF4 _T._5_._T 6_
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-049 I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Circuit data sheets shall be prepared for circuits connecting two or more
subsystems or major components and for all circuits portions of a single
subsystem that are in separate locations. Use the standard system office formats.
Sample attached.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING OOL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. Information to be included
a. Schematics of end-circuits
b. Schematics of interconnecting wiring
c. Shielding and returns
d. Design limits of voltage, current, rise time, etc.
2. Specific information to be supplied on circuit data sheets
a. Project
b. Data processing code
c. Subsystem identification
d. Circuit number
e. Configuration code
(1) Quite circuit
(2) Noisy circuit
(3) Shield and twist criteria
f. Name of circuit function
g. Code name of wires
h. Zone code number
(1) Starting point subassembly
(2) Terminating subassembly
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET t IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EHXIBIT DRD SE-049
i. Flow code
j. Supplementary design notes
(1) Waveforms
(2) Circuit diagram
k. Sign-off
1. Spacecraft used on code
m. Miscellaneous
(D
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
CDS cross reference
System number
Title
Drawing number
Dates of initial release and successive revisions
-3-
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-050
DRD APPROVED BY I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
DATE: DATA
CATEGORY:
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE:
REQUlREMENTI
SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRDI CODEI
REPORT,. COMPONENT DATA SHEETS
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE: CONTRACT DRD NO.:
NO. :
D.D. Rosard 7/28/67 SE-050
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TASK OR DRL ITEN
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION: SUBTASK: NO.:
Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DRLNO.I LEVELNOI
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: O CONTROL OACTION OREFERENCE re'INFORMATION
USE OF DOCUMENT:
Provides staged information on each component for
vehicle packaging, weights analysis, thermal analysis,
dynamic analysis, stress analysis, power, wiring, etc.
This data becomes part of the component specification.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
SE-003, Plan, Subsystem Development
SE-009, Specification, Subsystem Design Requirements
SE-051, Report, Mass Properties
SE-052, Report, Power Profile
SE-053, Report, Thermal Balance
CLASSIFICATION: O GROUP I
n SECRET I-I GROUP 2 O SPECIAL HANDLING
r"t CONFIDENTIAL O GROUP 3 i-1 NASA DISCREET
O SECRET RESTRICTED DATA O GROUP 4 O JPL DISCREET
O CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA O PROPRIETARY r7 PROJECT DISCREET
UNCLASSIFIED n PUBLIC DOMAIN O NOFORN
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
IX PRINTED DOCUMENT F1 ABSTRACT O INSTRUCTION
17 CHART O BROCHURE O LETTER
O DIAGRAM O BULLETIN n LIST
I-1 DRAWING I=1 CATALOG O LOG
1"3 FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) 0 CONTRACT n MANUAL
0 iLLUSTRATION 0 DIRECTIVE 0 MEMORANDUM
0 MODEL 0 DISCLOSURE 0 MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE 0 PLAN
[]7 COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE [] REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL R REPORT
0 OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE 0 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL I"1 SPECIFICATION
[] HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
[] INDEX [] VOUCHER
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DDL NO.: FILE NO.
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGEI
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
ESTIMATED COST(S)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
FREQUENCY OF ISSUEI
n ANNUALLY
O SEMI-ANNUALLY
[] QUARTERLY
[] B!-MONTHLY
[] MONTHLY
f'l SEMI-MONTHLY
O Bt-WEEKLY
[] WEEKLY
[] DAILY
OTHERWISEAS SPECIFIED
Scheduled stage rel.
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
NO OF COPIESI
3O
IN FOR MATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USER:
PUBLICATION DATE:
CDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru MAR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATEI
Interface Control Drawings
General Arrangement Drawings
Subsystem Design Requirements
Trade Studies
APPLICABLE STANDARDS:
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATION PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO :
Cognizant Engineer
BY
PAGE I OF 2 3"?E 256 _ _?T 6_
_IBIT DR___D_DSE-050
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Information on component data sheets is to be updated at scheduled intervals,
as well as whenever test data is obtained
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING ODL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTSI
Component title
Identification number
Drawing number
Next higher assembly drawing numbers
Specification
Weight = analysis test
CG coordinates = analysis test
Moments of inertia = analysis test
Cash material finish
Power requirements = analysis test
Heat dissipation
Spe cific he at
Case temperature limits
Critical internal elements temperature limits, heat dissipation
Envelope drawings
Connectors
Alignment temperature
Magnetic Content
Field of View
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, iF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-051
DRD APPROVED BY:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRDI
REQUIREMENT:
SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
REPORT, MASS PROPERTIES
CODE:
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: O CONTROL OACTION nREFERENCE In INFORMATION
USE OF DOCUMENT:
To provide current data on system mass properties
for design and growth control purposes.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
SE-007, Plan, Mass Properties Control
SE-059, Drawings (Category E) for Manufacture and
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
W.E. Johnston 7/28/6_
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
Sy stem Enginee ring
ORGAN IZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE:
DATE
CONTRACT
NO.:
TASK OR
SUBTASK:
DRLNO.I
DDL NO.:
DATA
CATEGORY.
DRD NO.:
SE-051
DRL ITEM
NO
LEVEL NO:
FILE NO
Procurement of Prime Hardware
TE-165, Report, Test
CLASSIFICATION: n GROUP I
O SECRET I"1 GROUP 2 n SPECIAL HANDLING
n CONFIDENTIAL 0 GROUP 3 I-) NASA DISCREET
n SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 1"1 GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
0 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA n PROPRIETARY 0 PROJECT DISCREET
I_UNCLASSIFIED r"l PUBLIC DOMAIN D NOFORN
NO OF COPIES:
50
ESTIMATED MANHOURS _NFORMATION CUTOFF
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI DATE OR MILESTONEI
ESTIMATED COST(_) DATE DATA DUE
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION TO USER
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
]l_ PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT [] INSTRUCTION
O CHART [] BROCHURE [] LETTER
n DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN 17 LIST
n DRAWING n CATALOG I'1 LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT O MANUAL
[] iLLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL [] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [] PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER 0 PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE [] REOUEST FOR EN61NE]ER- 0 REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHAN6E PROPOSAL _ REPORT
[] OTHER 0 ENGINEERING CHANGE E] SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL [] SPECIFICATION
0 HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
n INDEX [] VOUCHER
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE
[] ANNUALLY
[] SEMI-ANNUALLY
[] QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTHLY
D BI-WEEKLY
[] WEEKLY
[] DALLY
[] OTHERWISE,AS SPECIFIED
As required
PUBLICATION DATE:
HDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE):
Thru MAR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATEI
REFERENCE DOCUMENTSI
APPLICABLE STANDARDS:
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED;
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO
System Engineer
BY
PAGE I OF_8_ _t 2569 _CT 65
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-051 I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
This document may require more frequent issue at specified periods during the
course of the program. Although the document gives allocated, estimated, and
actual mass properties, issues may be made having only one or two sets of
mass properties; if so, the content should be clearly noted in the document title
for that issue.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DOL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW}
OUTLINE
1.
.
3.
4.
.
OF CONTENTS:
Scope
a. Purpose
b. Applicability
Applicable documents
Reference datum
Functional mass properties
a. Weight
b. Center of gravity
c. Products of inertia
do Moments of inertia
System mass properties - mass properties are to be given as a function of
system configuration throughout mission life.
a. Weight
b. Center of gravity
c. Product of inertia
d. Moment of inertia
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-051
6. Subsystem detail weight (weights to be coded to functional mass properties)
a. Guidance and control
b. Power
e. Telecommunication
d. Diagnostic instrumentation
e. Scientific payload
f. Properties
g. Thermal control
h. Structure
i. Harness
7. Changes
a. Since last report
b. Potential changes
c. Growth curve
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-052
DRD APPROVED BY:
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODE:
REQUIREMENTI SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
REPORT, POWER PROFILE
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
V. Klemas 7/28/6_
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: 1-1CONTROL I'IACTION nREFERENCE :_ INFORMATIOl;I
USE OF DOCUMENT:
To show in detail total power consumption as a function
of mission time or phase.
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
ESTIMATED COST (_)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
DATE:
CONTRACT
NO.:
TASK OR
SUBTASK
DRL NO.:
DATA
CATEGORY
DRD NO. :
SE-052
DRL ITEN
NO.:
LEVEL NO:
DDL NO.: FILE NO.:
SE-001, Plan, System Development
SE-008, Specification, System Performance/Design
R equirements
SE-010, Contract End Item (CED Detail Specification
(Prime Equipment) Part I (Requirements)
SE-036_ Report,,, Sequence of Events
CLASSIFICATION: I"1 GROUP I
I-1 SECRET 1-1 GROUP 2 {3 SPECIAL HANDLING
O CONFIDENTIAL O GROUP 3 n NASA DISCREET
n SECRET RESTRICTED DATA n GROUP 4 rl JPL DISCREET
O CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA 1-1 PROPRIETARY O PROJECT DISCREET
UNCLASSIFIED O PUBLIC DOMAIN 0 NOFORN
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE
n ANNUALLY
I-I SEMI-ANNUALLY
1-1 QUARTERLY
1-1 BI-MONTHLY
1-1 MONTHLY
D SEMI-MONTHLY
O BI-WEEKLY
1-1 WEEKLY
1-1 DAILY
_i_ OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
One time
NO. OF COPIESI
50
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
PRINTED DOCUMENT n ABSTRACT [3 I NSTRUCTION
E] CHART O BROCHURE 1-1 LETTER
n DIAGRAM O BULLETIN I-1 LIST
n DRAWING [3 CATALOG 1-1 LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) I-1 CONTRACT O MANUAL
I"1 ILLUSTRATION I-1 DIRECTIVE [3 MEMORANDUM
O MODEL [3 DISCLOSURE 1-1 MINUTES
E] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) I"1 ENGINEERING CHANGE O PLAN
I-1 COMPUTER CARD ORDER 1-1 PROCEDURE
1-1 COMPUTER TAPE [3 REOUEST FOR ENGINEER- [3 REGULATION
[3 MICROFILM {W/OR W/O CARD) tNG CHANGE PROPOSAL m" REPORT
O OTHER O ENGINEERING CHANGE O SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL 1-1 SPECIFICATION
1-1 HANDBOOK [3 STANDARD
n INDEX 1-1 VOUCHER
REFERENCE DOCUMENTSI
APPLICABLE STANDARDS i
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USER:
PUBLICATION DATE
PDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE[
Thru MAR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO :
System Engineer ....
BY
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-052 I
IVOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIALiNSTRUCTiONS:
This information should be presented in graphic or table form. Preferred are
graphs showing watts consumed as a function of time (mission phase) and tables
showing amount and type of power consumed during each event of a mission phase.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
Contents should indicate how much, how long and what type (unregulated, regulated,
dc., 400 cps, 2400 cps) of power will be consumed by all subsystems including
losses during various phases of the flight.
1. Scope
2. Applicable documents
3. Power profile for nominal mission
a. Power consumed as a function of mission sequence of events
b. Power available as a function of mission time
4. Power profiles for alternate or degraded missions
a. Alternate mission (1)
(1) Mission definition
(2) Power consumed
(3) Power available
5. Power switching and transients
6. Notes
7. Appendix
(1) Separate subsection for each alternate or degraded mission.
(CONTINUEONTHIRDSHEET,IFNECESSARY,ANDAFFIXTO THISDRD.)
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|
DRD APPROVED BY
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING
REOUIREMENTI
CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD:
SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
REPORT, THERMAL BALANCE
CODE
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: _CONTROL OACTION rlREFIERENCE n INFORMATIOI_
USE OF DOCUMENT:
Used to control design changes which may affect thermal
balance. Provides control on compatibility between
thermal design and thermal analysis.
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
SE-001, Plan, System Development
SD-012, Detail Specification (Engineering Critical
Component)
SE-042, Report, Thermal Analysis
SE-052, Report, Power Profile
CLASSIFICATION: O GROUP I
O SECRET rt GROUP 2 O SPECIAL HANDLING
rl CONFIDENTIAL O GROUP 3 O NASA DISCREET
0 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
0 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA O PROPRIETARY r'] PROJECT DISCREET
]_UNCLASSlFIED rl PUBLIC DOMAIN n NOFORN
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
_J_ PRINTED DOCUMENT O ABSTRACT O I NSTRUCTION
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
D. D. Rosard 7/28/6_
ORGANIZ ATtON RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE:
DATE
CONTRACT
NO
TASK OR
SUBTASK:
DRL NO:
DDL NO.:
DATA
CATEGORY
DRD NO.:
SE-053
DRL _TEM
NO
LEVEL NO
FILE NO:
NO OF COPIES
3O
O CHART O BROCHURE O
[] DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN []
[] DRAWING [] CATALOG []
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT []
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE []
[] MODEL _[ DISCLOSURE []
0 RECORDING {TAPE OR DISC) 0 ENGINEERING CHANGE 0
r'l COMPUTER CARD ORDER O
0 COMPUTER TAPE n REQUEST FOR ENGINELqt- []
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) INS CHANGE PROPOSAL I'l
0 OTHER I'l ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1
PROPOSAL O
[] HANDBOOK 0
0 INDEX 0
LETTER
LI ST
LOG
MANUAL
MEMORANDUM
MINUTES
PLAN
PROCEDURE
REGULATION
REPORT
SCHEDULE
SPECIFICATION
STANDARD
VOUCHER
ESTIMATED MANHOURS iNFORMATION CUTOFF
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION DATE OR MILESTONE
ESTIMATED COST{ S) DATE DATA DuE
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION TO USER
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
[] ANNUALLY
[] SEMI-ANNUALLY
[] QUARTERLY
O BI-MONTHLY
[] MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTHLY
[] BI-WEEKLY
O WEEKLY
DALLY
]_ OTHERWISE AS SPECIFIED
one time
REFERENCE DOCUMENTSI
PUBLICATION DATE
CDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR M [LESTONE):
Thru MAR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE:
APPLICABLE STANDARDS :
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
{LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO :
Swtem Engineer
BY BY
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GE RXHIBIT DRD SE-053 I
I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
This document contains drawings and tables as indicated in the contents. Size
reduction may be used in reproduction, but must retain full legibility.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTSI
°
2.
System configuration drawings (including thermal control provision:
coatings, insulation, etc.)
Table s
a. Thermal balance table for each component list
(1) Average heat dissipation in each mission phase
(2) Expected temperatures in each mission phase
(3) Weight
(4) Thermal mass
(5) Case emittance
(6) Joint conductance
(7) Operating limits
b. Heater characteristics and locations
c. Thermal louver characteristics
d. Insulation properties
e. Surface coating properties
f. Telemetry sensors and expected readings
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-054
DRD APPROVED BY
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
DATE DATA
CATEGORY
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE:
REOUIREMENTI
SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD; CODE
LIST, COMMAND
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: O CONTROL OACTION F1REFERENCE I INFORMATIOI_
USE OF DOCUMENT:
To provide in one central document a catalogue of all
commands and their respective codes required by each
subsystem for all commandable operations by each
subsystem.
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
MP-005, Plan, Flight Operation Diagnostic Computation
SE-001, Plan, System Development
SE-008, Specification, System Performance/Design
Requirements
SE-009, Specification, Subsystem Design Requirements
CLASSIFICATION: n GROUP I
O SECRET O GROUP Z O SPECIAL HANDLING
0 CONFIDENTIAL n GROUP 3 I-I NASA DISCREET
0 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA n GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
O CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA t-I PROPRIETARY n PROJECT DISCREET
I UNCLASSIFIED O PUBLIC DOMAIN D NOFORN
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE: CONTRACT ORD NO.:
D. Sergay 7/28/67 SE-054
J
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TASK OR DRL ITEM
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION: SUBTASK: NO
;System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DRL NO.: LEVEL NO :
IFOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DDL NO.: FILE NO :
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE:
ESTIMATED MANHOURS
FOR SINGLE PREPARATIONI
ESTIMATED COST ($)
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION
NO OF COPIES
50
INFORMATION CUTOFF
DATE OR MILESTONE:
DATE DATA DUE
TO USERI
PUBLICATION DATE
HDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILE STONE)I
Thru MAR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRA'T'ION DATE
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
O ANNUALLY
O SEMI-ANNUALLY
O QUARTERLY
O BI-MONTHLY
O MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTHLY
[] BI-WEEKLY
O WEEKLY
[] DAILY
B" OTHERWISEAS SPECIFIED
One time
IFORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
_1_ PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT [] INSTRUCTION
[] CHART 1-1 BROCHURE [] LETTER
[] DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN "k't LIST
[] DRAWING [] CATALOG O LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT [] MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL [] DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [] PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE n REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL I't REPORT
O OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE O SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL [] SPECIFICATION
[] HANDBOOK n STANDARD
O INDEX [] VOUCHER
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
APPLICABLE STANDARDS :
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIREDI
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICAT IO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO :
Svstem Engineer
BY
PA6E I OF,_.2__ ZPL 256,° CXTT ,AS
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-054
I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONSI
Computer print out of card deck. Each card (or cards, if necessary) carries a
single command and its concomitant information. The print out is for individual
reference, while the card deck can be used as a direct input to support the compilation
of OSE system level checkout computer program. Deck also to be capable of separation
on basis of maneuver sequences, etc.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTIONI (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW}
OUTL,NEOFCONTENTS:
Each command on the list will be identified by its nominal functional title, including the
unique identification of the component activated by the command and the sense of the command.
The list shall include real time and non-real time commands which are required for nominal
system operation, contingencies, back-up of other onboard generated commands or ground
commands, and for inhibiting a nominal command sequence for purposes of safety. The
following specific information will be supplied for each listed command as applicable on the
list and on the computer card.
1. Command name and sense
2. A unique command number
3. Complete binary code
4. Prerequisite spacecraft status, for execution of command
5. Address of unique register for time tag and/or magnitude or duration
6. Special sequencing or logic instructions when using individually commanded
events of a sequence or series of actions that are normally programmed on
board the spacecraft.
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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GE EXttIBIT DRD SE-055
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATIONREQUIREMENT:ORIGINATING CODE;sE OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DIE):
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
CODE:
DRD APPROVED BYI
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
V. Klemas 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
DATE:
CONTRACT
NO.
TASK OR
SUBTASKI
REPORT, INSTRUMENTATION AND TELEMETRY
TYPE OF DOCUMENT; n CONTROL OACTION OREFERENCE Ja INFORMATIOI_
USEOFDOCUMENT:
TO define handling of scientific and engineering data,
including priorities, data rates, data modes, switching,
format and channel assignments.
tNTERRELAT,_,NSHIPWITHOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
SE-008, Specification, System Performance Design/
Requirements
SE-001, Plan, System Development
MP-001, Handbook, System Performance References
SE-009, Specification, Subsystem Design Requirements
SE-047, Report, Subsystem Desi_;n
CLASSIFICATION: I-'IGROUP I
n SECRET O GROUP OSPECIALHANDLING
[] CONFIDENTIAL t-tGROUP3 0 NASADISCREET
O SECRETRESTRICTEDATA n GROUP4 OJPL DISCREET
O CONFIDENTIALRESTRICTEDATA n PROPRIETARY OPROJECTDISCREET
UNCLASSIFIED [] PUBLICDOMAIN I-1NOFORN
ORGAN IZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-055 I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET I
I
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Detailed science and engineering instrumentation descriptions will be contained in
subsystem specs and reports and, therefore, should not be presented in this report.
The channel assignments will be included as an appendix which may be issued separately
for updating purposes.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. Scope
2. Applicable documents
3. Measurements
a. Scientific
(1) Measurements and priorities
(2) Data types
(3) Data rates
b. Engineering
(1) Measurements and priorities
(2) Data types
(3) Data rates
4. General data handling
5. Data modes
a. Maneuver
b. Cruise
c. Encounter
d. Orbit
e. Entry
f. Landed (cont'd)
(CONTINUEONTHIRDSHEET,IFNECESSARY,ANDAFFIXTOTHISDRO.)
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6. Flight sequence requirements
a. Mode switching
b. Rate switching
7. Notes
8. Appendixes
a. Channel assignments
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
DRD APPROVED BY
DATE DATA
CATEGORY
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE:
REQUIREMENT: SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODEI
DRAWINGS (CATEGORY A) FOR DESIGN
EVALUATION
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: _ CONTROL nACTION OREFERENCE 17 INFORMATIOI_
USE OF DOCUMENT:
Drawings in this category are used for making system
and preliminary design reviews; for evaluating
engineering change proposals and other engineering
designs; and for evaluating the results of advanced
development efforts.
INTERRELATIONSHIPW THOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
CM-003, Change Notice
QA-021, Report, Nonconforming Material (NCMR)
RA-017, Report, Design Review
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!
!VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINEOFCONTENTS:
1 A set of engineering drawings, includingas applicable but not be limited to the following:
general arrangement listsof parts, assembly details,layout information, logic dia-
grams, schematic diagrams, component arrangements, design limits, and processes;
shall be selected and made available for conducting system design reviews ° The set
shall subsequently be updated as necessary and made available for preliminary design
reviews. The engineering drawings shall provide the essential design information and/
or definition to:
a. Evaluate designs
b. Evaluate the approve engineering change proposals and other new
designs or design changes which require JPL approval
c. Evaluate the status and results of exploratory research, experimental or
advanced development.
2 The drawings shall conform to definitions and requirements, for the type of drawing
selected of MIL-STD-100.
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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i
DRD APPROVED BY DATE DATA
I vOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION CATEGORY
i
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD; CODE: DRD PREPARED BY DATE: CONTRACT D_D NO.
REQUIREMENT: NO:
I SE A.W. Morris 7/28/67 8E-057iiqTITLE OF DOCUMENT: ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TASK OR DRL ITEM
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION; SUBTASK NO
System Engineering
I DRAWINGS (CATEGORY B) FOR INTERFACE ORGSNIZATIONRESPONSIBLE DRLNO: LEVEL NOF R DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
C ON TROL
I ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DDL NO.: FILE NO
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
TYPE OF DOCUMENT I_ CONTROL I-IACTION rtREFERENCE ['I NFORMATIO_I
USE OF DOCUMENT. ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE NO OF COPIES
I Engineering drawings in this category are used to FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE: To be
evaluate and control physical and functional design determined
interrelationships of interdependent components, end ESTIMATED MANHOURS iNFORMATION CUTOFF
I items, systems or subsystems. FOR SINGLE PREPARATION DATE OR MILESTONEI
ESTIMATED COST(S) DATE DATA DUE
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS: FOR SINGLE PREPARATION TO USER
I SE-002, Plan, Interface IntegrationSE-019, Interface Control Document FREQUENCY OF ISSUE: PUBLICATION DATE:
SE-018, Specification, Experiment and Planetary [] ANNUALLY PDR
I Scan Platform Interfaces [] SEMI-ANNUALLY
[] QUARTERLY
{3 BI-MONTHLY UPDATE (FREQUENCY
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CLASSIFICATION: D GROUP I [] SEMI-MONTHLY
17 SECRET r-t GROUP 2 O SPECIAL HANDLING t-} BI-WEEKLY Thru MAR
I [] CONFIDENTIAL E} GROUP 3 El NASA DISCREET I-1 WEEKLY
[] SECRET RESTRICTED DATA I-1 GROUP 4 {TjpL DISCREET [] DALLY ESTIMATED
[] CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA [] PROPRIETARY F}PROJECT DISCREET i_1 OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED EXPIRATION DATE I
UNCLASSIFIED r'} PUBLIC DOMAIN r] NOFORN One time
I FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA: REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:[] PRINTED DOCUMENT 0 ABSTRACT I"1 INSTRUCTION
[] CHART El BROCHURE [] LETTER
[] DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN [] LIST
I _ DRAWING [] CATALOG [] LOG MIL-D-1000
E} FiLM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT [] MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE I-I MEMORANDUM
i [] MODEL _ DISCLOSURE f7 MINUTES[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) F'} ENGINEERING CHANGE rl PLAN APPLICABLE STANDARDS;
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER 13 PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE [] REOUEST FOR ENGINEER- I-I REGULATION
I 1"3 MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL rl REPORT MI L-STD-100r'l OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE r'l SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL I-I SPECIFICATION
i rl HANDBOOK I"1 STANDARDn INDEX r-I VOUCHER
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL) DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATION PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO;
BY BY
t
SUBMIT FOR BY BY
APPROVAL TO
System Engineer
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IVOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINEOFCONTENTS:
A set of engineering drawings shall be selected and furnished which provides the necessary
definition of:
1 Configuration and interface dimensional data applicable to the envelope, mounting,
mating, installation, removal and service of assemblies, subsystems and
systems.
2 Complete interface requirements such as interconnecting data and other design
elements such as mechanical, electrical, electronic, hydraulic, pneumatic,
thermal, optic, biological, etc., which affect the physical or functional
characteristics of confunctioning assemblies or end items.
3 Any other characteristics which cannot be changed without affecting the system
design/performance requirements.
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET. IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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DRD APPROVED BY:
vOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
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REQUIREMENTI $E
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
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DRAWINGS (CATEGORY C) FOR TEST
TYPE OF DOCUMENT:
USE OF DOCUMENT:
,I0 CONTROL nACTION [:]REFERENCE n INFORMATION
DATE:
A.W. Morris 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
IFOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
DATE: DATA
CATEGORY
CONTRACT ; DRD NO.:
NO. :
SE-058
TASK OR DRL ITEM
SUBTASKI NO i
DRL NO.. LEVEL NO
DDL NO/ FILE NO
NO OF COPIES:
Engineering drawings in this category are used to
provide information necessary to support installation,
operation, and maintenance of items, equipments,
end items, subsystems on systems on designated
subsystems, system or launch tests.
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS:
TE-030, Procedures, Test Operating
TE-130, l_lan, General Test
TE-131, Plan, Detailed Test
TE-165, Report, Test
CLASSIFICATION: n GROUP I
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t-I CONFIDENTIAL 1"3 GROUP 3 D NASA DISCREET
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0 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA n PROPRIETARY O PROJECT DISCREET
I_UNCLASSIFIED rl PUBLIC DOMAIN O NOFORN
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE: To be
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ESTIMATED MANHOURS INFORMATION CUTOFF
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: DATE OR M_LESTONE:
ESTIMATED COST(f) DATE DATA DUE
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: TO USERI
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
O ANNUALLY
[] SEMI-ANNUALLY
D QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
[] MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTHLY
D BI-WEEKLY
[] WEEKLY
O DAILY
0[. OTHERWISE,AS SPECIFIED
One time
PUBLICATION DATE:
HDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILESTONE}:
Thru MAR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE:
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
0 PRINTED DOCUMENT n ABSTRACT D iNSTRUCTION
[] CHART [] BROCHURE 0 LETTER
[] DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN rt LIST
fx" DRAWING [] CATALOG n LOG
[] FILM {STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT [] MANUAL
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[] RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) rl ENGINEERING CHANGE D PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE D REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL [] REPORT
[] OTHER rl ENGINEERING CHANGE r'l SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL [] SPECIFICATION
n HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
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REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
APPLICABLE STANDARDS
MI L-S TD- 100
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
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SUBMIT FOR BY
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I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTIONI (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING OOL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTSI
A set of engineering drawings shall be selected and furnished,
for each required test and location, which provides essential
design information to satisfy the use requirements of this category.
Drawin4s selected in this category shall include, as applicable,
but not necessarily limited to, those which provide assembly and
installation data; adjustment, alignment, and operating information;
performance characteristics; schematics and other diagrams; and
information for maintenance during test.
The drawings selected shall conform to definitions and requirements
specified in MIL-STD-100.
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING
REQUIREMENTI
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
CODE: OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR 0RD:i
SE
ENGINEERING DRAWINGS (CATEGORY E),
MANUFACTURE AND PROCUREMENT
OF PRIME HARDWARE
CODE:
DRD APPROVED BY:
DRD PREPARED BY:
A.W.
DATE:
Morris 7/28/671
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
DATE
CONTRACT
NO.
TASK OR
SUBTASK
DATA
CATEGORY
ORD NO.
SE-059
DRL fTEM
N0_
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: j_ CONTROL OACTION DREFERENC[ O INFORMATIO_I
USE OF DOCUMENT:
The drawings are used for nm_uf_cbJze and for
making critical design reviews and first article
configuration inspections. They may also be used
for procurement of identical items.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
CM-035, Record, Drawing Approval
CM-036, Record, Installation
MG-008, Plan, Fabrication/Assembly
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
DRL NO.: LEVEL NO
DDL NO.: FILE NO
NO OF COPIES
To be
determined
ESTIMATED MANHOURS iNFORMATION CUTOFF
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: DATE OR MILESTONE:
ESTIMATED COST(y) DATE DATA DuE
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: TO USER:
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
n ANNUALLY
QA-021, Report, Nonconforming Material (NCMR_ o SEMI-ANNUALLYO QUARTERLY
RA-014, Standard, Rework o El-MONTHLY
n MONTHLY
CLASSIFICATION: O GROUP I I-I SEMI-MONTHLY
[] SECRET - [] GROUP 2 [] SPECIAL HANDLING D el-WEEKLY
[] CONFIDENTIAL [] GROUP 3 [] NASA DISCREET [] WEEKLY
O SECRET RESTRICTED DATA O GROUP 4 [] JPL DISCREET n DAILY
[] CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA O PROPRIETARY [] PROJECT DISCREET _[ OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED
]_ UNCLASSIFIED [] PUBLIC DOMAIN r'l NOFORN One time
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
MIL-D-1000
APPLICABLE STANDARDS:
MIL-STD-IO0
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
[] PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT [] INSTRUCTION
I"1 CHART I-1 BROCHURE [] LETTER
[] DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN n LIST
li_ DRAWING [] CATALOG [] LOG
O FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) El CONTRACT [] MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
n MODEL ]_ DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
n RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [] PLAN
I-I COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE [] REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) INS CHANCE PROPOSAL [] REPORT
[] OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE r'1 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL O SPECIFICATION
I"1 HANDBOOK [] STANDARD
[] INDEX O VOUCHER
PUBLICATION DATE
HDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
ORM,LESTONE):
Thru MAR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATION PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO :
Co, ._niz_n_t Engineer
BY
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I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONSI
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
m
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1 This set of drawings will include all the essential information
necessary to satisfy the intended use of this category and when
used for FACI will reflect the items as built. They will be
sufficient to satisfy the needs for acquiring identical items as
defined in MIL-D-1000.
The initial package of documents shall have all approved changes
incorporated.
3 Revised data will be provided upon the completion of revisions.
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
DRD APPROVED BY: DATE: DATA
C ATEGORY
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING C00E:
REQUIREMENT: 8E
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODE:
DRAWINGS FOR MOCK-UPS
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE: CONTRACT DRD NO.:
NO. :
A. W. Morris 7/28/6 7 SE-060
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TASK OR DRL iTEM
FORDOCUMENTPREPARATION:SUBTASK: NO:
System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
DRL NO.: LEVEL NO:
TYPE OFDOCUMENT: ICONTROL OACTION OREFERENCE OINFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENT:
Used to define the mockup design and
provide information on the construction
of the mockup.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
CM-003, Change Notice
CM-036, *Report, Drawing Release and Status
QA-021, Report, Nonconforming Material (NCMR)
SE-001, Plan, System Development
SE-003, Plan, Subsystem Development
CLASSIFICATION: I'1 GROUP I
0 SECRET 0 GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING
0 CONFIDENTIAL n GROUP 3 0 NASA DISCREET
0 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4 0 JPL DISCREET
I'l CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA I"1 _IETARY [] PROJECT DISCREET
]_ UNCLASSIFIED [] PUBt.IC DOMAIN [] NOFORN
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA:
[] PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT O INSTRUCTION
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE:
DOt NO.: FILE NO!
NO. OF COPIES:
To be
determined
ESTIMATED MANHOURS INFORMATION CUTOFF!
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: DATE OR MILESTONE:
ESTIMATED COST (_) DATE DATA DUE
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION: TO USER:
FREQUENCY OF ISSUE:
[] ANNUALLY
[] SEMI-ANNUALLY
[] QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY
0 MONTHLY
[] SEMI-MONTH LY
[] BI-WEEKLY
O WEEKLY
[] DAILY
OTHERWISE,AS SPECIFIED
One time
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
PUBLICATION DATE:
HDR
UPDATE (FREQUENCY
OR MILE STONE)I
Thru MAR
ESTIMATED
EXPIRATION DATE:
0 CHART 0 BROCHURE 0 LETTER
[] DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN 0 LIST
DRAWING [] CATALOG 0 LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [] CONTRACT 0 MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION [] DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL 'm DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
[] RECORDING (TAR OR DISC) [] ENGINEERING CHANGE [] PLAN
[] COMPUTER CARD ORDER [] PROCEDURE
[] COMPUTER TAPE [] REGUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) INS CHANGE PROPOSAL [] REPORT
[] OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE O SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL [] SPECIFICATION
[] HANDBOOK O STANDARD
[] INDEX [] VOUCHER
MIL-D-1000
APPLICABLE STANDARDS:
REVIEWS AND/ORAPPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO:
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY
APPROVAL TO :
Cognizant Engineer
BY
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GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-060 I
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
sPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1 Mockup drawings will be revised to reflect changes in the manufacturing
drawings and engineering design to the extent necessary to maintain
the mockup integrity to the mockup detail required and/or to reconstruct
the mockup if necessary.
The following relaxed provisions are applicable:
a. Dimensions may be specified as nominal, minimum, or maximum.
b. Commercial hardware and materials may be specified where hardware
or material is not critical to the function of the mockup.
c. Lines and figures shall be of sufficient clarity and size to provide
legible copies of the drawings.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (iF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. The set of drawings shall include, as appropriate, assemblies,
detail assemblies, details and other types of drawings defined
in MIL-STD-100.
2. The drawings shall provide but not necessarily be limited to the
following information:
a. Size, shape
b. Attachment points and hardware
c. Harness location, attachment, and connector locations
3. Drawings shall contain sufficient definition to allow construction
if a mockup of the equipment to the desired scale to the desired detail,
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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i
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
DRD APPROVED BY
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CO{_:
REQUIREMENT: SE
TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD: CODE:
* DRAWINGS FOR PRINTED WIRING
BOARDS AND ASSEMBLIES
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: laCONTROL OACTION OREFERIENCE 0 INFORMATIOI;I
USE OF DOCUMENT:
Used to depict the design of and provide information
for the fabrication, assembly and test of this type
of equipment.
INTERRELATIONSHIPWITHOTHERDATAREQUIREMENTS:
CM-035, Record, Drawing Approval
CM-036, Record, Drawing Release and Status
MG-009, Plan, Manufacturing
QA-007, Minutes, Material Review Board
CLASS I FICATION:
0 SECRET
O CONFIDENTIAL n GROUP S O NASA DISCREET
0 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4 17 JPL DISCREET
0 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA 0 PROPRIETARY O PROJECT DISCREET
_] UNCLASSIFIED O PUBLIC DOMAIN O NOFORN
DRD PREPARED BY: DATE:
A. W. Morris 7/28/67
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION:
Enginee ring
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION:
0 GROUP I 0
I-IGROUP Z 0 SPECIAL HANDLING 0
O
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION:
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
DATE : DA TA
CATEGORY
CONTRACT ORD NO.:
NO.:
SE-061
TASK OR DRL _TEM
SUBTASKI NOI
DRL NO.: LEVEL NO:
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONSI
le
e
Drawings shall be prepared in accordance with MIL-D-1000
Form 2 requirements.
Master drawings shall be prepared in material meeting the
requirements MIL-D-8510.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTSI
lm Printed wiring drawings shall conform to the general requirements
for this type of drawings specified in MIL-D-275 and to the requirements
specified in MIL-STD-100.
e The set of drawings furnished shall consist of as appropriate assembly,
detail, master pattern and schematic diagram as specified in MIL-STD-100
and MIL-STD-275.
3. Terms used on master drawings shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-429.
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTIONI (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINEOFCONTENTS:
1. Drawings shall contain sufficient information for fabrication, assembly
and inspection of test models and shall consist of at least the following
elements as appropriate:
a. Manufacturing dimensions and tolerances
b. Machined finishes
c. Applied finishes
d. Assembly clearances and tolerances
e. Materials, heat treatment, etc.
f. Processes, i.e., welding, brazing, bonding
2. The set of drawings shall consist of, as applicable, those drawing
defined in MIL-STD-100 and shall meet the requirements specified therein.
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
(See attached sheets for outline of specification requirements for
the spacecraft interconnection drawing.)
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DRAWING, SPACECRAFT INTERCONNECTION
PURPO SE
The system interconnection drawing is a diagram used to show the external
connections between component units, assemblies, and subsystems of a
composite system. Internal circuitry is not shown.
REQUIREMENTS
2.1 General
The arrangement of the interconnection diagram shall be in a form clearly
showing reference to all connecting mediums between component units.
The component units shall be located on the drawing in positions that
clearly show the interconnections but not necessarily in the position in
which they may be set up in actual operation.
2.2 Detailed Requirements
2.2.1 Delineation
Units or assemblies shall be represented as simple plane figures.
Connecting cable s shall be represented by single lines.
Connectors shall be depicted by using their graphical symbols
from MIL-STD-15.
Arrangement of the figures in the diagram shah be such that
crossing of lines shall be minimized, and connections external
to the unit or assembly depicted shall be placed on the outer
edges of the diagram.
2.2.2 Identification
Units, assemblies, and cables shall be identified on the diagram.
a. Units or assemblies - inside each figure place:
(1) Identifying name
(2) System reference designation
(3) Reference schematic diagram number
-- 3 --
Do
Co
GE EXHIBIT DRD SE-063
Cable or wiring assemblies - as near as practical represent-
ing line place:
(1) Identifying name
(2) System reference designation
(3) Harness assembly number
Connecters - adjacent to it symbol place the reference
designation. For connectors which mate with other connectors
not shown on the diagram the following information concerning
the mating connector should be placed in parenthesis adjacent
to the reference designation:
(1) MATES WITH reference designation
((2) Schematic diagram or assembly drawing number
-4-
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SPECIALINSTRUCTIONS:
The material in this handbook will be updated as required by process, material,
mission requirements, etc. and changed or modified.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. Introduction
2. Ferrous metals
a. Carbon and alloy steels
b. Stainless steels
c. Special steels
3. Nonferrous metals
a. Aluminum alloys
b. Magnesium alloys
c. Copper and copper alloys
d. Nickel and nickel alloys
e. Titanium and titanium alloys
f. Beryllium
g. Precious metals
h. Refractory metals
4. High-temperature metals
5. Low-temperature metals
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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6. Inorganic compounds
a. Ceramics
b. Refractory compounds
7. Organic compounds
a. Plastics
b. Rubber
8. Finishes and coatings
9. Lubricants
10. Environmental effects
a. Corrosion
b. Temperature
c. Chemical
d. Vacuum
e. Radiation
11, Appendixes
a. Application notes
(I) Deratings
(2) Special environments
b. References
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VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Document is a day-by-date record of design approaches, calculations, test results,
problems and solutions that is kept current as a continual reference. To be prepared
by responsible design engineers throughout entire design development and testing
activities.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DOL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
Engineering logbook (prepare for each component or subassembly).
Tradeoff study reports
Design calculations and analyses
Circuit analyses
Worst-case design analyses
Thermal analyses
Stress analyses
Various design approaches considered
Breadboard configurations and test data
Engineering model test results
(Contents shall include problems as well as successes.)
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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DOCUMENTATION RELATIONSHIP TREES
A documentation relationship tree has been prepared to show the relationships of data
items within each functional category as well as their relationships across categories.
Relationships within each functional category are shown by constructing a tier pattern beginning
with the top-level (or governing) data item and relating in descending order all data items
within the category to this top-level data item. (The location of a data item at a given level
on the diagram does not necessarily indicate the importance of that specific item but iden-
tifies and defines its relation to all other data items in that category. )
Relationships between data items in one category and data items in other functional categories
are shown by (1) shaded arrows to indicate the direction of the relationship and (2) an
alphabetic code to indicate the nature of the interrelationship as follows:
a. Data items needed for preparation and/or support of the referenced item. (I)
b. Data items that are supported or needed by this data item. (S)
c. Data items that relate "to" and provide information of a general nature but are
not required in an input or support role. (G)
Each data item appearing on the Data Item List (DIL) was examined and evaluated with
respect to its contribution to, or dependence upon, data items appearing in other categories
and is included in the diagrams. Additionally, certain data elements indicated in the user
flow diagrams (but currently not identified as individual data items) have been shown within
a dashed rectangle to clarify relationships.
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DATA ITEM PHASING/FREQUENCY
The Technical Description and System Engineering Data Item Phasing and Frequency Matrix,
Figure A-15, reflects the documentation activitiesrelated to the engineering effort. The
estimates are based on 1 April 1968 startingdate for Task "C" and cover data-item prepara-
tion requirements by major project review periods untillaunch in July 1973.
The following definitions, ground rules, and assumptions were used in determining technical
data item quantities:
a. Definitions
b.
1. Component - A number of parts or subassemblies, or any combination thereof,
joined together to perform a specific function.
. Subassembly - Two or more parts which form a portion of an assembly or a
unit replaceable as a whole, but having a part or parts which are individually
replaceable.
3. Part - One piece, or two or more pieces joined together, which are not
normally subject to disassembly without destruction of designed use.
Ground Rules
1. Numbers include items designed specifically for Voyager. Do not include off-
the-shelf items.
2. Estimates do not include:
(a} NASA, or industrial specifications
(b) Nut, holt, rivet kind of hardware
3. Each component and subassembly drawing will have a parts list.
4. After HDR, no drawing will be revised without an alteration notice.
5. After approval, no specification will be revised without an SCN.
6. SCN's and ECP's will be prepared on a one-for-one basis.
7. Specifications are revised only at customer's request.
6-1
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c. Spacecraft Assumptions
1. Twenty-eight Prime Equipment CEI's (CP)
2. Thirty-six Identification Item CEI's (CD)
3. Eighty-five Engineering Critical Components (EC}
4. Each CD will average 11 subassemblies.
5. Each EC will average 24 subassemblies.
6. Each Assembly PL will contain 34 Line Items (average}.
7. Of the 34 Line Items, seven will be new drawings for that Assembly (average}.
8. During the life of the Project, 10 percent of the drawings will be new starts;
each drawing will be revised two times (average}.
9. During the life of the Project, each drawing will have four change notices
written against it (average}.
10. There will be 28 CP Specifications, 36 CD Specifications, and 85 EC Specifica-
tions.
11. Each of the above will have three other specifications in support (average}.
12. There will be 200 Standard Specifications.
13. Each specification will be revised once (average}.
14. Each specification will have two ECP's (average}.
15. Each specification will have two SCN's (average}.
d. OSE, AHSE, and MDE Assumptions
1. Thirty-six Prime Equipment CEI's (CP}
2. One hundred and thirty-five identification item CEI's (CD)
3. Eighteen engineering critical components (EC}
4. Each CD will average 11 subassemblies.
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5. Each EC will average 24 subassemblies.
6. Each Assembly PL will contain 34 Line Items (average). Of the 34 Line
Items, seven will be new drawings for that assembly.
7. Over the life of the Project, 10 percent of the drawings will be new starts.
8. Each drawing will be revised two times (average).
9. There will be 36 CP Specifications, 135 CD Specifications, and 18 EC Specifi-
cations.
10. Each will be have three other specifications in support (average).
11. Each specification will be revised.
12. Each specification will have two ECP's.
13. Each specification will have two SCN's.
14. Each drawing will have four AN's.
The System Engineering Data Item Density Profile, Figure A-16, shows the average distri-
bution and density of data item preparation by months during the entire contract period.
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_ECBNICAL DESCRIPTION AND SYS'I3_M ENG]I@EERING
(s_)
SE-O01 Plan_ System Development
St-002 plan Interface nte ration
SE-O03 Plan
St-004 Plan Ma netic Cleanliness Control
SE-005 Plan, Electrom_guetic Comp. Control
SE-006 Plan, Cleanliness Control
SE-007 Plan, Mass Properties Control
SPECIFICATIONS
SE-O08 S clflcation S s. Perf/Design Rqts.
SE-O09 Specification, Sub-Sy_ Design Rqts
SE-010 Contract End Item (C_I) Detail Spec.
(Prime Equipment Part I)
SE-OII Contract End Item (CEI) Detail Spec.
(Prlme Equipment Part II)
SE-OI2 Detail
SE-OI3 Cont End Item
(Identification Item)
SE-014 Contract End Item (CEI) Detail Spec.
(Requirement Item)
-0 Part
SE-016 Material
SE-017 Specification, Process
SE-018
SE-OI9
SE-O20
SE-021
S c. Ex riment & Planeta Scan
Platfo_
Document Interface Control
CriteriaStructural Design
General Eng. Spec., Magnetic Cleanliness
SE-023 General Eng. Spec., Cleanliness
SE-024 Gene_clfication DesJ
Test &
Evaluation (Mtl's, Parts, Processes)
5E-026 S cificatlon Mock-u s
SE-028 List, Approved Materials
Mode is
-029 ist A roved Parts
S -030 st roved Processes
SE-O31 List C o_ent Desi Parameters
(continued on page 2)
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Figure A-15. System Engineering Data Item
Phasing and Frequency Matrix (Sheet 1 of 2)
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DATA ITEM TITLE
Report, System AnalysiB, General
SE-034 & Orl_ts
5E-035 Report_ Sys. Almlysis. Magnetic Character
. SE-O38 Report, Sys. Aualysis, Reliability
S£ -O36 of Events
5E-O37 Trade Studies
SE-O39 Report, Dynamic Analysis
SE-O40 Structural Desi
SE-041 Report, Stress Anal_,sis
SE-042 Re oft Thermal Anal sis
SE-O43 Reportl Deployment Analysis
5E-O44 Re oft Se aration Anal_sis
Lneer.
S_ PORTS
5E-046 Re ore C onent Des£
SE-047 Report, Subsystem Design
SE-048 Report, Part, Mt'l, and Process Eval.
INTE G_ATIO_ REPORTS
_-O49 Report, Circuit Data Sheet
SE-OSO Report, Component Data Sheet
SE-O52 Re ort Power Profile
SE-054 List Co--and
SE-055 Report, Instrtusentation and Telemetry
DRAWINGS
SE-056 Drawings (Category A)for Design Eva1.
SE-O57 Drawings (Category B) for Interface Cont
SE-058 Drawin s (Cate o C) for Test
SE-O59 Drawings(Category E) for Manufacture
Procurement of Prime Hardware
SE-060 Drawings for Mock-Ups
SE-O61*Drawings for Printed Wirin_ Brds.
SE-O62 Drawings for Test Models
SE-063 Draw__L__Spacecraft Interconnections
HANDBOOKS
SE-064 Handbook, Materials
RECORDS
SE-065
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Figure A-15. System Engineering Data Item
Phasing and Frequency Matrix (Sheet 2 of 2)
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